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ABSTRACT
Models of X-ray reverberation from extended coronæ are developed from general rel-
ativistic ray tracing simulations. Reverberation lags between correlated variability in
the directly observed continuum emission and that reflected from the accretion disc
arise due to the additional light travel time between the corona and reflecting disc.
X-ray reverberation is detected from an increasing sample of Seyfert galaxies and a
number of common properties are observed, including a transition from the character-
istic reverberation signature at high frequencies to a hard lag within the continuum
component at low frequencies, as well a pronounced dip in the reverberation lag at
3 keV. These features are not trivially explained by the reverberation of X-rays orig-
inating from simple point sources. We therefore model reverberation from coronæ
extended both over the surface of the disc and vertically. Causal propagation through
its extent for both the simple case of constant velocity propagation and propagation
linked to the viscous timescale in the underlying accretion disc is included as well
as stochastic variability arising due to turbulence locally on the disc. We find that
the observed features of X-ray reverberation in Seyfert galaxies can be explained if
the long timescale variability is dominated by the viscous propagation of fluctuations
through the corona. The corona extends radially at low height over the surface of the
disc but with a bright central region in which fluctuations propagate up the black hole
rotation axis driven by more rapid variability arising from the innermost regions of
the accretion flow.

Key words: accretion, accretion discs – black hole physics – galaxies: active – X-rays:
galaxies.

1 INTRODUCTION

The accretion of material onto supermassive black holes in
active galactic nuclei (AGN) powers some of the most lumi-
nous objects in the Universe. An intense X-ray continuum
is seen, originating from a corona of energetic particles as-
sociated with the innermost regions of the accretion flow.
X-rays are produced when thermal ultraviolet photons from
the accretion disc are Compton up-scattered by the parti-
cles of the corona (Sunyaev & Trümper 1979), thought to
be accelerated and confined by magnetic fields associated
with the disc (Galeev et al. 1979; Haardt & Maraschi 1991;
Merloni & Fabian 2001). Much remains unknown, however,
about the exact structure of the corona, the process by which
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it is formed and how it evolves to give rise to the extreme
variability that is seen in the X-ray emission. A deep under-
standing of the corona is a vital component to understanding
how supermassive black holes can power some of the most
luminous objects in the Universe.

In addition to being observed directly, the X-ray con-
tinuum illuminates the accretion disc, from which it is ‘re-
flected.’ More precisely, it is back-scattered through the pro-
cesses of Compton scattering, photoelectric absorption and
subsequent fluorescent line emission, and bremsstrahlung
(Ross & Fabian 2005). The spectrum of the reflected X-rays
is shifted in energy and blurred by Doppler shifting and as-
sociated relativistic beaming due to the orbital motion of the
reflecting material in the disc as well as the gravitational red-
shift associated with the spacetime curvature in such close
proximity to the black hole (Fabian et al. 1989; Laor 1991).
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2 D. R. Wilkins et al.

In particular, the relativistically blurred reflection from the
accretion disc results in a ‘soft excess’ in emission above the
power law continuum between around 0.3 and 1 keV com-
posed of a number of emission lines from the ionised disc
material. These become blurred and smoothed. The promi-
nent Kα fluorescence line of iron is seen at 6.4 keV with a
broad wing extending as low as 3 keV where photons emit-
ted in this line from the inner regions of the disc are shifted
to lower energy.

The X-ray emission from accreting black holes, in par-
ticular the narrow line Seyfert 1 (NLS1) galaxies, is seen to
be highly variable (Leighly 1999; Turner et al. 1999; Ponti
et al. 2012) and in recent years studies of this variability
have added a further dimension to our understanding of the
corona and the inner regions of the accretion flow. The re-
flected X-rays vary in luminosity according to variations in
the flux received from the corona.Where there are energy
bands in which the emission is predominantly composed of
reflection from the accretion disc (i.e. in the 0.3-1 keV soft
excess and the broadened iron Kα line between around 3 ∼ 4
and 7 keV), the variability is expected to lag behind corre-
lated variations in energy bands dominated by the directly
observed continuum emission (1-4 keV). The time delay cor-
responds to the additional light travel time from the coronal
source to the reflecting accretion disc (Uttley et al. 2014).

Since their initial detection (Fabian et al. 2009), X-ray
reverberation lags between the continuum and soft excess
have been detected in an ever-growing sample of Seyfert
galaxies (Emmanoulopoulos et al. 2011; De Marco et al.
2011; Zoghbi & Fabian 2011; De Marco et al. 2013; Fabian
et al. 2013; Cackett et al. 2013; Alston et al. 2013) and also
between the continuum and broad iron K line (Zoghbi et al.
2012, 2013; Kara et al. 2013,?). The advent of the hard X-
ray imaging telescope, NuSTAR, has enabled the detection
of reverberation lags between the continuum and the broad
Compton hump that appears around 20 keV in the reflection
spectrum (Zoghbi et al. 2014; Kara et al. 2015).

X-ray timing analysis is typically conducted as a func-
tion of Fourier frequency; that is the different frequency
components that make up the X-ray light curves. X-ray
reverberation is detected in the higher frequency compo-
nents representing the variability occurring on the shortest
timescales. Measuring the time lag (with respect to some
reference band) of successive X-ray energy bands over these
high frequency components reveals a profile reminiscent of
the reflection spectrum. Emission in the soft excess and the
iron Kα line is seen to arrive later than the continuum emis-
sion (Kara et al. 2013, 2014) while the redshifted wing of the
iron K line responds more rapidly than the core of the line
as might be expected if the redshifted wing is originating
from the inner parts of the disc, closer to a relatively com-
pact coronal X-ray source (Zoghbi et al. 2012). Remarkably,
the high frequency energy dependence over the iron K line
of the lag shows a common profile across many objects, once
scaled for the absolute magnitude of the lag, suggesting that
there is a common reverberation process producing the lag
in these objects (Kara et al. 2013).

The magnitude of the reverberation lag between both
the soft excess (De Marco et al. 2013) and iron K line (Kara
et al. 2013) is found to scale approximately linearly with
the black hole mass suggesting that the process inducing
the lag is occurring on a similar size scale across the sample

of objects in terms of the characteristic length scale in the
gravitational field, represented by the gravitational radius
(1 rg = GM/c2). Reverberation lags have even been detected
in Galactic stellar mass X-ray binaries where the equivalent
lags are on the order milliseconds (Uttley et al. 2011). The
measured lags correspond to just a few gravitational radii
showing that reverberation measurements are probing the
innermost regions of the accretion flow in the immediate
vicinity of the black hole event horizon.

While the signature of reverberation from the disc (the
‘soft lag’ or ‘reverberation lag’) is seen in the high frequency
components of the X-ray variability, at lower frequencies,
the measured time lags undergo a transition to a different
behaviour. At low frequencies, variability in harder X-rays
are seen to systematically lag behind that in lower energy
‘(softer) X-rays. Measuring the frequency dependence of the
lag between the soft 0.3-1 keV reflection-dominated band
(the soft excess) and the hard 1-4 keV continuum-dominated
band, a clear transition is seen with the hard band leading
the soft at high frequencies (i.e. reverberation) but the soft
band leading the hard. The lag time increases smoothly, fol-
lowing an approximately log-linear dependence on energy.
Before its discovery in AGN, this ‘hard lag’ was a well known
feature in X-ray binaries (Miyamoto et al. 1988; Miyamoto &
Kitamoto 1989; Nowak et al. 1999) and is often attributed
to the propagation of fluctuations in mass accretion rate
through the disc, energising the less energetic outer parts of
the corona before reaching the more energetic inner parts
(Kotov et al. 2001; Arévalo & Uttley 2006).

Following the almost ubiquitous detection of X-ray re-
verberation across the AGN in Seyfert galaxies, attention
has turned to modelling the phenomenon in order to trans-
late the frequency and energy dependence of reverberation
lags into accurate measurements of the geometry of the inner
accretion flow and the processes forming and injecting en-
ergy into the corona. The modelling of X-ray reverberation
has been largely motivated by Reynolds et al. (1999) who
computed ‘2D transfer functions’ giving the observed flux as
a function of observed photon energy and time from a single,
localised, X-ray flare withYoung & Reynolds (2000) relat-
ing this work to observable signatures that may be detected
by future generation X-ray observatories, comparing the ob-
served reverberation of X-ray flares with a library of com-
puted transfer functions to determine the mass of the black
hole as well as the location of the flare. Wilkins & Fabian
(2013) develop general relativistic ray tracing simulations
of the propagation of X-rays from coronæ, both point-like
and extended, to model the frequency dependence of the lag
and show how the reverberation lag provides a measure of
the height of a point like corona or average vertical extent
of a corona extended above the accretion disc, while being
relatively insensitive to the radial extent.

Cackett et al. (2014) extend this analysis to the fre-
quency and energy dependence of lags arising from the re-
verberation of X-rays originating from a point source. As
well as considering the source height, the dependence of the
lags on a number of parameters commonly associated with
spectral modelling of X-ray reflection is computed and the
frequency and energy dependence of the lags in the Seyfert
galaxy NGC 4151 are fitted with this model. Further at-
tempts to fit point source models of X-ray reverberation to
lag measurements have reinforced the requirement for com-
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Modelling X-ray reverberation 3

pact coronæ confined to a small region around the black hole
and inner regions of the accretion flow (Kara et al. 2014;
Emmanoulopoulos et al. 2014; Chainakun & Young 2015).
Point source models of the X-ray emission have been found,
however, to have limited applicability to reproducing the full
details of X-ray timing measurements (Chainakun & Young
2012). In particular the self-consistent combination of hard
lags produced by propagation through an extended emitting
region and reverberation from a compact, point-like corona
as well as the reproduction of the fine features of the en-
ergy dependence is challenging. Moreover, measurements of
the illumination pattern of the accretion disc by the coronal
X-ray source, exploiting the energy shifts imparted on pho-
tons reflected at different radii, has suggested that accretion
discs in a number of NLS1 galaxies are illuminated by an ex-
tended corona (Wilkins & Fabian 2011, 2012; Fabian et al.
2013; Wilkins & Gallo 2015).

We here develop a self-consistent model of the rever-
beration of X-rays illuminating the disc from an extended
corona, accounting for the finite speed at which luminos-
ity fluctuations can propagate through its extent. The tech-
niques for X-ray timing and measuring X-ray reverberation
as well as the common results are reviewed in Section 2 be-
fore techniques for simulating X-ray reverberation through
general relativistic ray tracing simulations are discussed in
Section 3. The features of reverberation from point-like X-
ray sources are revisited in Section 4 before models of ex-
tended coronæ are developed in Section 5. These begin with
simplified prescriptions for the propagation of fluctuations
before introducing a model for the hard lag and linking prop-
agation to the underlying accretion disc. The results of these
simulations are discussed in the context of explaining the
lags measured in the NLS1 galaxy 1H 0707−495, display-
ing X-ray timing properties representative of the findings in
Seyfert galaxies and on which high quality data are available
obtained from more than 1 Ms of observations with XMM-
Newton.

2 MEASUREMENT OF X-RAY
REVERBERATION

Simulations of X-ray reverberation are developed in the con-
text of the commonly employed techniques for its measure-
ment from light curves in distinct energy bands obtained
from X-ray telescopes, reviewed by Uttley et al. (2014). In
this section, these techniques are outlined as relevant to the
simulation of reverberation and developing models of the
process and typical features of the measurements are re-
viewed.

Following Nowak et al. (1999), time lags between X-ray
energy bands, used as proxies for different spectral compo-
nents, are computed from the Fourier transforms of the light
curves; the variation over time of the arrival rate of photons
falling within those specific energy bands. The light curve,
F (t), is considered to be the sum over Fourier components
of all frequencies, ω, describing the contributions of long and
short time scale variations to the overall variability:

F (t) =
1√
2π

∫
F̃ (ω)e−iωt dω

The amplitude and phase of each frequency component

is given by the Fourier transform of the light curve and can

be written F̃ (ω) =
∣∣∣F̃ (ω)

∣∣∣ eiϕ and is computed by

F̃ (ω) =
1√
2π

∫
F (t)eiωt dt

The phase lag between two time series, say the hard and
soft light curves, H(t) and S(t) respectively, can be found
by considering the complex form of their Fourier transforms

H̃(ω) =
∣∣∣H̃(ω)

∣∣∣ e−iϕ and S̃(ω) =
∣∣∣S̃(ω)

∣∣∣ e−iθ and computing

the cross spectrum

C̃(ω) = S̃∗(ω)H̃(ω) =
∣∣∣S̃(ω)

∣∣∣ ∣∣∣H̃(ω)
∣∣∣ ei(θ−ϕ) (1)

The argument of which gives the time lag, τ , since ϕ = ωt
(and converting from angular to linear frequency, f)

τ(f) =
1

2πf
arg
(
C̃(f)

)
(2)

Following this sign convention, a positive time lag indicates
that the variability in the hard band, H(t), is lagging behind
that in the soft band, S(t).

The lag time is a function of both the Fourier frequency,
that is whether the lag is seen in rapid components of the
variability or in more slowly varying components, and the
photon energy, via the energy channels that are included
when accumulating the light curves from which the cross
spectrum is computed. In order to maximise signal to noise,
the lag is measured as a function of Fourier frequency be-
tween light curves in two broad energy bands henceforth re-
ferred to as the (broadband) lag-frequency spectrum. When
investigating reverberation from the accretion disc, energy
bands will be selected such that one is expected to be dom-
inated by the directly observed continuum emission and the
other is expected to be dominated by X-rays reflected from
the disc. The cross spectrum is averaged over a range of
Fourier frequencies to produce higher signal to noise in a lag
spectrum binned by frequency.

Alternatively, the lag can be computed as a function
of photon energy to produce a lag-energy spectrum. In this
case, cross spectra are computed between each (narrow) en-
ergy band of interest and a common reference band. To re-
duce uncertainty due to counting statistics, a reference band
spanning a broad energy range is taken, commonly over the
full instrument bandpass (0.3-10 keV in the case of XMM-
Newton) or over the reflected soft excess (0.3-0.8 keV) where
the effective area of the detector is high. The energy chan-
nel of interest is subtracted from the reference band dur-
ing the calculation of each cross spectrum such that errors
are not correlated between the bands (Zoghbi et al. 2012).
Finally, the lag of each energy band with respect to the
reference band is computed from the cross spectrum av-
eraged over a broad range of frequencies (to minimise the
errors). Frequency ranges are selected from the broadband
lag-frequency spectrum to encompass a single region that
appears to be dominated by the same process (for instance
whether the lag is positive or negative).

Reverberation measurements are illustrated in Fig. 1,
showing the broadband lag-frequency spectrum as well as
the lag-energy spectrum at both low and high frequencies for
the NLS1 galaxy 1H 0707−495. The features displayed are
common to many NLS1 galaxies. The lag-frequency spec-
trum is computed between the 0.3 to 1 keV energy band, ex-
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4 D. R. Wilkins et al.

(a) Lag-frequency spectrum (b) Lag-energy, low frequency (c) Lag-energy, high frequency

Figure 1. (a) The broadband lag-frequency spectrum calculated from 1.3 Ms of observations of the NLS1 galaxy 1H 0707−495 with

XMM-Newton as in Kara et al. (2013). The lag is shown as a function of Fourier frequency (i.e. for long and short timescale components

of the observed variability) between the reflection-dominated 0.3-1 keV energy band and the continuum-dominated 1-4 keV band. A
positive lag indicates that the harder, 1-4 keV band is lagging behind the softer, thus X-ray reverberation is seen at higher frequencies

where the lag is negative and the reflection-dominated band is lagging behind the continuum. Lag-energy spectra are computed, averaged

over frequency ranges that show positive and negative lags. (b) The lag-energy spectrum of 1H 0707−495 over the low frequency range
(1.65−5.44)×10−4 Hz showing the hard lag, where the lag tie increases systematically for higher photon energies. (c) The high frequency

lag-energy spectrum, averaged over the high frequency range (0.96 − 2.98) × 10−3 Hz where reverberation is seen. Variability in the soft

excess between 0.3 and 1 keV and in the iron Kα fluorescence line from the disc between 4 and 7 keV is seen to lag behind the continuum,
while there is a characteristic dip in the lag-energy spectrum at 3 keV. Many Seyfert galaxies show a common lag-energy spectrum shape

between 2 and 10 keV.

pected from the time-averaged X-ray spectrum to be dom-
inated by reflection from the accretion disc (Zoghbi et al.
2010), and the 1 to 4 keV band, dominated by directly ob-
served continuum emission. A positive lag indicates that the
harder band is lagging behind the softer, hence reverber-
ation can be seen at higher frequencies (between around
5×10−4 and 3×10−3 Hz). Lower frequencies show the hard
lag, thought to arise within the continuum and character-
istic of both AGN and accreting X-ray binaries. Frequency
ranges for the lag-energy spectrum are selected from this
plot, taking the hard-lag dominated range showing a posi-
tive lag for the low frequency lag-energy spectrum and the
reverberation-dominated range where the lag is negative for
the high frequency lag-energy spectrum. Zero time lag cor-
responds to the average arrival time of the reference band,
here taken to be 0.3-0.8 keV, with more negative times in-
dicating an earlier response. The low frequency lag-energy
spectrum shows a steady rise in lag as a function of photon
energy, while the high frequency spectrum is reminiscent of
the X-ray reflection spectrum. The soft excess (below 1 keV)
and iron Kα line (5-7 keV) are seen to respond later than
the X-ray continuum (1-2 keV). The earliest response is seen
from photons around 3 keV producing a dip in the lag-energy
spectrum. The origin of this dip has not previously been well
understood but it is a common feature seen across Seyfert
galaxies. Once scaled for the absolute value of the lag, the
shape of the 2-10 keV high frequency lag-energy spectrum
is almost identical across the sampled objects (Kara et al.
2013).

3 SIMULATION OF X-RAY REVERBERATION

The reverberation of fluctuations in luminosity propagating
through an extended source region or corona is considered
in the above formalism of a cross spectrum computed from

extended light curves. In this formulation, the underlying
variability in the luminosity of the X-ray source is described
by some time series L(t). These fluctuations will then prop-
agate through the source causing variation in the X-ray flux
from different regions.

Once the fluctuation reaches a given region of the
source, the emanating rays will propagate in the curved
spacetime around the black hole to reach the observer di-
rectly to be observed as part of the continuum. The prop-
agation of the fluctuation through the source region and
subsequent propagation of the emitted rays to the observer
from each location within the source is encoded in the im-
pulse response function TC(E, t). This describes the response
seen by the observer; the number of photons received as a
function of photon energy (i.e. the shape of the continuum
spectrum) and time after an instantaneous (δ-function) flash
propagating through the corona from the site of energy injec-
tion. The light curve in a given energy band is given simply
by the convolution of this response function with the time
series describing the underlying variability.

LE(t) = L(t)⊗ TC(E, t) (3)

X-rays emitted from the coronal X-ray source will also
reach the accretion disc whereupon they will produce the re-
flection spectrum. The reflected X-rays will then propagate
from the location of their emission upon the accretion disc to
the observer. The response seen by the observer in the reflec-
tion from the accretion disc of the fluctuation in the X-ray
continuum is again described by an impulse response func-
tion, TR(E, t). The photon count is expressed as a function
of energy (the spectrum of the reflected X-rays in the rest
frame of the material in the accretion disc shifted according
to the gravitational redshift and Doppler shift determined
by the location and orbital velocity of the material) and to-
tal propagation and ray travel time from the patch of the
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Modelling X-ray reverberation 5

X-ray source to different sites of reflection on the disc and
then to the observer.

The total response seen by the observer is obtained sim-
ply by summing the responses of the directly observed con-
tinuum and the reflection from the accretion disc.

T (E, t) = TC(E, t) + TR(E, t) (4)

It is important to note that in this formalism, as is nec-
essary when X-ray reverberation is measured from the cross
spectra computed from extended light curves, the propaga-
tion and spectral response is assumed to be constant across
all fluctuations. If there is any variation (e.g. in the origin of
the fluctuation, how it propagates and its spectral response),
this will be implicitly averaged by the Fourier transforms of
the measured time series.

Given this definition of the impulse response function
and noting that the convolution theorem allows the Fourier
transform of the light curve in a given energy band to be ex-
pressed as the product of the Fourier transforms of the un-
derlying variability and of the response function, L̃E = L̃T̃E ,
the cross spectrum of one energy band with some reference
band can be written

C̃ = L̃∗
EL̃ref =

∣∣∣L̃∣∣∣2 T̃ ∗
E T̃ref (5)

The time lag is again calculated from the argument of this

and is entirely encoded in the term T̃ ∗
E T̃ref .

∣∣∣L̃∣∣∣2 is the

(frequency-dependent) power spectral density of the time

series and is typically a power law in frequency,
∣∣∣L̃∣∣∣2 ∝ f−α

with α ∼ 2. Being a real quantity, this does not affect the lag
in narrow frequency bins. It becomes important, however,
when the cross spectrum is averaged over broad frequency
bins since this term acts as a low-pass filter, increasing the
influence of the lower frequency components where the lag
varies significantly over a bin. It is also important in lag
measurements of real data since it will decrease the signal
to noise at high frequency.

3.1 The Reverberation Response Function

Impulse response functions are calculated through general
relativistic ray tracing simulations of the propagation of rays
in the Kerr spacetime around a rotating black hole with spin
parameter a = J/Mc following the procedure of Wilkins &
Fabian (2012, 2013).

In order to simulate X-rays originating from an ex-
tended corona, rays are started at random locations within a
cylindrical source region, defined by an outer radius (R) and
lower and upper vertical height above the equatorial plane in
which the accretion disc is taken to lie. The probability dis-
tributions are uniform in vertical position z, azimuthal angle
ϕ, and radial distance ρ from the black hole rotation axis.
Each ray is weighted by the volume element 2πρ dρ dz to
produce uniform luminosity per unit volume of the corona.
Rays propagate in random directions, with uniform proba-
bility distributions in cosα and β which are respectively the
polar and azimuthal angle of the rays measured in the rest
frame of the emitting material.

Propagation of the luminosity fluctuation through the
corona is accounted for by setting the starting time co-
ordinate, t of the ray at its origin. The ray is emitted once
the propagation reaches that part of the corona.

Rays are propagated through numerical integration of
the geodesic equations. In the Kerr geometry, the null
geodesic equations describing the propagation of photons
can be written in terms of the first derivatives of the Boyer-
Lindquist co-ordinates with respect to some affine parame-
ter.

ṫ =

[
(r2 + a2 cos2 θ)(r2 + a2) + 2a2r sin2 θ

]
k − 2arh

r2
(

1 + a2 cos2 θ
r2

− 2
r

)
(r2 + a2) + 2a2r sin2 θ

(6)

ϕ̇ =
2ark sin2 θ + (r2 + a2 cos2 θ − 2r)h

(r2 + a2)(r2 + a2 cos2 θ − 2r) sin2 θ + 2a2r sin4 θ
(7)

θ̇2 =
Q+ (ka cos θ − h cot θ)(ka cos θ + h cot θ)

ρ4
(8)

ṙ2 =
∆

ρ2

[
kṫ− hϕ̇− ρ2θ̇2

]
(9)

With the starting co-ordinates of the ray set and the
constants of motion h and Q determined from the initial
direction of propagation (k is set such that each photon as
unit energy; this does not affect the propagation), the affine
parameter is advanced to propagate the ray. Clearly, the
equations in ṙ and θ̇ allow for both positive and negative
solutions, corresponding to propagation in the direction of
increasing and decreasing values of these co-ordinates. The
initial signs of these steps are set to produce the correct
initial direction of motion, then the sign is switched during
propagation whenever ṙ2 or θ̇2 passes through zero between
integration steps.

The geodesic equations are integrated until the ray
reaches either the equatorial plane, where it is taken to have
hit the accretion disc so long as it hits outside the innermost
stable orbit for the value of the spin parameter in question,
until it reaches a limiting outer radius of 1000 rg or it is lost
through the black hole event horizon. The rays that hit the
disc are binned in r and ϕ and their redshifts, which repre-
sent both the shift in photon energy and photon arrival rate
are calculated (for a source emitting photons at a given en-
ergy and constant rate along each ray in its own rest frame
as measured by some observer on the disc). For an observer
with 4-velocity vO receiving photons (4-momentum p) from
an emitter with 4-velocity vE, the total redshift (which in-
cludes both the gravitational redshift and Doppler shift) is
given by

g−1 ≡ νO
νE

=
vO · p(O)

vE · p(E)
=
gµνv

µ
Op

ν(O)

gρσv
ρ
Ep

σ(E)
(10)

Once the illumination of the disc by the source has been
computed, it is necessary to calculate the appearance of this
disc to the distant observer carrying out the reverberation
measurements. In order to do this, the observer will measure
the rays travelling parallel to one another arriving at the
telescope. Hence to visualise the accretion disc, an ‘image
plane’ is constructed a large distance (in this case 10,000 rg
to be free from the gravitational influence of the black hole)
centred on a line of sight inclined at some angle i to the
rotation axis. The image plane is a regular grid of parallel
rays (travelling perpendicular to its face and parallel to the
line of sight to the black hole from the centre of the image
plane) whose dimensions are taken to be 500× 500 rg.

The Kerr metric is time-reversible under the transfor-
mation a→ −a, hence rather than tracing all possible rays
from the illuminated accretion disc and finding those which
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6 D. R. Wilkins et al.

reach the plane, the grid of parallel rays can be traced back-
wards in time to find where they originated on the disc. As
for the illumination of the disc by the corona, the rays are
traced from the plane until they reach the equatorial plane
where they are again binned and the average travel time
(the time taken for a ray from part of the disc to reach the
observer) and redshift are calculated for each bin. The num-
ber of rays reaching each bin, divided by the proper area
of the bin, represents the projected area of that bin as seen
by the observer and accounts for the magnification of parts
of the disc by gravitational lensing. It is implicitly assumed
that each ray hitting the disc illuminates equal proper area
of the disc surface.

Hence, for each ray that hits the disc from the source,
it is possible to look up from a pre-calculated table the to-
tal travel time from the source to the disc to the observer
and the perceived brightness of reflection from that part of
the disc. When a ray hits the disc, it is assumed to pro-
duce the rest frame reflection spectrum according to the re-
flionx model of Ross & Fabian (2005), which for each ray,
is shifted by the appropriate redshift from the disc to the
observer. The numbers of photons arriving at the observer
(with the arrival rate along each ray appropriately shifted by
the redshifts from the source to the disc and the disc to the
observer) are then binned by energy and time, representing
the impulse response function, TR(E, t).

3.2 The Continuum Response Function

When considering a spatially extended X-ray source, it is
necessary to consider the response to the luminosity fluctu-
ation seen in the continuum as well as in its reverberation
from the accretion disc, owing to the range of ray paths
from an extended source to the observer, not to mention the
additional delay caused by propagation of the fluctuation
through the source on a finite time scale. On the contrary,
from a point source, there is precisely one ray path that
reaches the observer.

The impulse response function is calculated in the same
way as the observation of the accretion disc by the observer.
For a corona extended radially over the accretion disc, all
rays are taken to originate from the same height above the
disc (i.e. dz � R). Rays are again traced from an image
plane, a regular grid of parallel rays 10,000 rg centred on a
line of sight at inclination i to the black hole rotation axis,
backward in time, until they intercept the plane taken to
represent the X-ray source. The ray travel times, redshifts
and numbers of rays (representing the projected area and
gravitational lensing) are recorded for bins on the source
plane. Propagation of the source fluctuation is accounted
for by incrementing the travel time of the ray according to
its radius of origin in the source (i.e. the radius at which the
backward-traced ray lands on the source plane) and, again,
the impulse response function, TC(E, t) is computed as the
number of rays arriving at the observer from the continuum
source as a function of photon energy and time.

The reflection and continuum response functions are
summed with coefficients appropriate to produce the desired
reflection fraction, here taken to be a ratio of 2.5 between
the reflection and continuum spectrum photon count rates
over the 0.1−10 keV energy band in line with the best-fitting
model to the X-ray spectrum of 1H 0707−495.

Table 1. Parameters of the best-fitting model reflection spectrum
to observations of the NLS1 galaxy, 1H 0707−495, used as the

basis for simulations of X-ray reverberation.

Component Parameter Value

Continuum Photon index, Γ 3.0

Disc reflection Inclination, i / deg 53

Spin parameter, a / GMc−2 0.998

Inner radius / rg 1.235
Outer radius / rg 1000

Iron abundance / Solar 8

Ionisation parameter, ξ 50

Reflection fraction (0.1-10 keV) 2.5

Figure 2. The time-average spectrum of the model showing the
contributions from the directly observed continuum emission and

that reflected from the accretion disc, along with the fractional
contribution of the reflection from the accretion disc vs. the con-

tinuum at each energy.

We adopt the best-fitting spectral parameters of the
NLS1 galaxy, 1H 0707−495, shown in Table 1 for the pho-
ton index of the power law continuum emitted by each point
in the corona and for the parameters of the black hole, ac-
cretion disc and rest frame reflection spectrum. The time-
average spectrum of the model is shown in Fig. 2.

Ray tracing is conducted in spatial units of gravitational
radii (1 rg= GM/c2) and temporal units of GM/c3 in order
to exploit the scale invariance of the gravitational field with
respect to the black hole mass, M . When expressed in grav-
itational radii, the effect of light bending at the equivalent
distance from the singularity is identical regardless of the
black hole mass. So too is the (relativistic) Keplerian orbital
velocity and the associated Doppler shift and gravitational
redshift. The results of ray tracing calculations can trivially
be applied to the reverberation of X-rays around any black
hole simply by converting the natural gravitational units
into physical units. The reverberation lags scale simply as
the black hole mass, M , and the frequencies at which they
are observed, measured in the equivalent units of c3(GM)−1,
scale inversely with the black hole mass. The predicted pro-
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h

Figure 3. In the simplest reverberation model, X-rays are emit-

ted from an isotropic point source that is stationary on the black

hole rotation axis above the plane of the accretion disc.

files of the lag-frequency and lag-energy spectra are un-
changed. Taking the mass of the black hole in 1H 0707−496
to be 2× 106 M� (Zhou & Wang 2005), GM/c3 ∼ 10
s and c3(GM)−1 ∼ 0.1 Hz.

4 LAG SPECTRA FOR A POINT SOURCE

Before considering luminosity fluctuations propagating
through extended coronae, we look first at the simple case of
a point source shown in Fig. 3 in order to illustrate the ba-
sic features of lag spectra. X-ray reverberation and lag spec-
tra from point sources is considered at length by Wilkins
& Fabian (2013) and Cackett et al. (2014). Fig. 4 shows the
time and energy resolved response functions of rays reflected
from the accretion disc. Shading corresponds to the photon
flux received by an observer as a function of time and pho-
ton energy after the continuum rays from the point source
are received.

The simplest model of the lag-energy spectrum is the
average arrival time of photons at a given energy in the
impulse response function, calculated as the mean of the
arrival time from the response function;

τ̄(E) =
1∫

N(E, t) dt

∫
tN(E, t) dt (11)

The average arrival time of photons originating from an
isotropic point source located at a height of 5 rg above the
singularity is shown in Fig. 5(a). The average arrival time
of all photons is shown as well as that for photons in just
the directly-observed continuum and reflected components.
The form of the lag-energy spectrum can be simply inter-
preted, with the earliest arriving photons in the 1-2 keV en-
ergy band, which is dominated by the directly-observed con-
tinuum photons, as can be seen from the reflection fraction
shown in Fig. 2. These continuum photons travel directly
from the point source to the observer and, therefore, will
always travel the shortest path.

The energy bands 0.5-1 keV and 4-7 keV are dominated
by the reflection from the accretion disc, corresponding to
the soft excess and the iron K fluorescence line, respectively.
Due to the extra distance travelled by these photons from
the primary source to the disc, they are delayed with re-
spect to the continuum-dominated 1-2 keV band. The time
lag corresponds to the average light travel time over all paths
from the source to the disc in the curved spacetime around

the black hole (with light travelling more slowly the closer
it passes to a massive object, Shapiro 1964). The time lag
is then diluted according to the reflection fraction in each of
the energy bands as both the continuum and reflected com-
ponents will contribute in varying proportions to each band,
delaying the arrival of a ‘continuum-dominated’ band and
advancing the arrival of one ‘reflection dominated.’ Varying
the overall reflection fraction simply introduces a linear scal-
ing of the time lag, while preserving the overall shape of the
lag spectrum (Wilkins & Fabian 2013; Cackett et al. 2014).

A deeper understanding of the light travel times associ-
ated with X-ray reverberation can be gleaned from the aver-
age arrival time of photons in just the reflected component
shown in Fig. 5(a) and also in the time- and energy-resolved
response function (Fig. 4), which will be instructive when
interpreting the lag-energy spectra obtained from luminos-
ity fluctuations that propagate through extended coronæ.
Focusing particularly on the iron Kα fluorescence line be-
tween 3 and 10 keV in which photons are shifted from their
rest frame energy of 6.4 keV, the earliest photons to be ob-
served are those at 5 keV. This is expected considering the
light travel time of photons in flat, Euclidean space from a
point source, to the disc and then to the observer, neglect-
ing the effect of spacetime curvature. The classical reflected
path length from a point source 5 rg above the disc plane
to an observer at an inclination of 53 deg is minimised for
reflections approximately 8 rg from the centre and this an-
nulus on a relativistic accretion disc around a black hole
will shift the 6.4 keV line emission to between 4 and 7.5 keV,
with a weighted average at 5 keV. The light travel time is
longer to the outer parts of the disc, producing the delayed
double-peaked lag profile centred on the rest frame energy of
6.4 keV. The double peaks correspond to the Doppler shift-
ing of reflection from the more slowly approaching and re-
ceding material orbiting in the outer disc.

What is not expected classically, however, is the long de-
lay experienced by line photons between 2 and 4 keV. These
photons are delayed from their classically predicted arrival
time to a greater extent by the Shapiro delay they experience
passing close to the black hole (both towards and away from
the disc). This results in the leading edge of the response
function curving to later times for the most redshifted and
blueshifted emission received from the inner edge of the disc
on the nearside to the observer.

A distinctive ‘loop back’ pattern is produced in the
emission line response, visible between around 2 and 7 keV
where the line tracing the delayed reception of the most
blueshifted photons appears to curve back in energy form-
ing a second peak at later times in the redshifted wing of
the line. This consists of photons reflected from the back
side of the disc (that would classically be hidden behind
the black hole’s shadow). These photons are gravitationally
lensed into the observer’s line of sight, starting with those
blueshifted from the approaching side of the back of the disc
(just out of sight of the observer) and shifting to those that
have travelled round the black hole from the receding side
of the disc, leading to a re-emergence of the red wing of the
line. An intense response is seen from the part of the disc
immediately behind the black hole shadow. This produces
the flash represented by the dark band and the following tri-
angular structure between 4 and 5 keV (redshifted from the
rest frame energy of the line as these photons are reflected
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Figure 4. Time and energy resolved response functions for an accretion disc illuminated by an instantaneous flash from a point source
at a height of (a) 5 rg and (b) 2 rg above the singularity located on the spin axis of the black hole. The rate of photon arrival from

the accretion disc at a distant observer is shown as a function of time and for distinct photon energies (as measured by the observer,
accounting for Doppler shifts and gravitational redshift) with darker shading indicating greater photon flux.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. (a) The average arrival times (relative to the earliest arrival of photons in each case) of photons as a function of energy after

an instantaneous flash of emission from a point source located 5 rg above the plane of the accretion disc on the black hole’s rotation axis.
Also shown are the arrival times of the photons that make up the continuum and reflected components. (b) The variation in the overall

average photon arrival times as the point source is moved in height above the singularity.

from the innermost disc radii). The region of the accretion
disc immediately behind the singularity is most magnified as
its emission is lensed into the line of sight (Reynolds et al.
1999). Since the full reflection spectrum is considered here,
including not just line emission but the reflected continuum,
this re-emergence results in a flash of emission across all
X-ray energies, not just the redshifted energies in the line,
represented by the vertical band seen to coincide with the
re-emergence of lien photons down the response function.

Photons reflected from the innermost parts of the disc
become ‘trapped’ close to the photon orbit at 2 rg around a
maximally spinning black hole. These extremely redshifted
photons can spiral around the black hole several times be-
fore being turned in the direction of the observer and being
observed at a much later time. The combination of these

effects leads to the extended low-energy tail of the response
function and the 2-4 keV hump in the average arrival time
of the reflected photons, however very few of the line pho-
tons are reflected down to this energy band so they become
lost in the continuum (that arrives much earlier) and are not
detected in the overall lag-energy spectrum.

If the radius at which photons were reflected could be
determined by the distant observer, in addition to the out-
ward propagating ellipsoid representing the response from
successively larger radii in the disc at later times, the re-
sponse from the inner disc would appear to move inwards
at later times. The two components to the response would
split at the radius from which the earliest response is seen
and the delay experienced by photons passing close to the
black hole would lead to the inner disc response appearing
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as an inward propagating ring towards the innermost stable
orbit.

A similar effect is seen in the soft X-ray excess. Once
shifted by Doppler and gravitational redshifts, the responses
of the component emission lines sit atop one another in en-
ergy so the specific features of each line cannot be distin-
guished. In the overall lag-energy spectrum, a broad hump
is seen from the delayed arrival of these reflected photons
with respect to the continuum and in the average arrival
of just the reflected photons, slightly earlier arrival is seen
above 0.5 keV with later arrival below this of the redshifted
wings of these lines.

Fig. 5(b) shows the variation in the lag-energy spectrum
as a function of the source height above the singularity. Com-
paring the average arrival times of photons originating from
sources at 5 and 10 rg above the black hole, it is clear that
the most significant effect of increasing the source height is
increasing the average lag time between the arrival of con-
tinuum photons, dominating the 1-4 keV energy band and
both the reflection seen in the soft excess (0.3-1 keV) and
the iron K line (4-7 keV). Indeed, Wilkins & Fabian (2013)
show that the source height is the most significant factor in
determining the reverberation lag time, this defining the ad-
ditional light travel time between source and reflector. The
lag-energy profile remains similar between the sources at 5
and 10 rg, however changes significantly when the source is
extremely close to the black hole, as can be seen in the lag-
energy spectrum for a source at 2 rg above the singularity.
When the source is so close to the black hole, the majority of
X-rays that are emitted are focused towards the black hole
and hence onto the inner regions of the accretion disc. This
results in a significant response from the redshifted wing of
the line that is delayed as the passage of photons propagat-
ing in the strong gravitational field is slowed. By contrast,
few photons are able to reach the outer parts of the accre-
tion disc, resulting in little response from the line core at
late times. Moreover, few photons are able to escape to be
observed directly as part of the continuum, explaining the
skewed shape of the profile with respect to those for sources
at greater heights.

Cackett et al. (2014) consider the dependence of rever-
beration time lags on the parameters generally associated
with the spectral modelling of relativistically blurred reflec-
tion from accretion discs. In addition to the height of the
X-ray source above the disc, they find that the lag spectra
depend upon the inclination of the line of sight to the accre-
tion disc. Observing the disc at a higher inclination (closer
to edge-on) increases the component of the orbital velocity
projected along the line of sight, thus increases the range of
Doppler shifts. For greater inclination, the lagged emission
(relative to the continuum) extends up to greater energy
with a broader line profile observed in the lag-energy spec-
trum, while there is little effect on the lag-frequency spec-
trum between two broad energy bands. The black hole spin
was found to influence lag measurements through the loca-
tion of the innermost stable orbit. For more rapidly spinning
black holes, the accretion disc extends closer in and enables
the reflection of more highly redshifted photons in a more
extended wing of the line, lagging behind the continuum.
Truncation of the disc at larger radius for more slowly spin-
ning (and for retrograde spin) also places the inner edge of
the disc further from the point source above the black hole,

increasing the average lag. These dependences will remain
in lag spectra for extended coronæ and the propagation of
fluctuations through these and these parameters will not be
considered further in the present work.

4.1 Frequency dependence of the lag

The lag-frequency spectrum, showing the time lag as a func-
tion of Fourier frequency (of the temporal components mak-
ing up the light curve) of the continuum-dominated 1-4 keV
band with respect to the reflection-dominated 0.3-1 keV
band is shown in Fig. 6(a). Following the usual convention,
a positive lag indicates that the harder band lags behind the
soft, hence the negative lag apparent here indicates that at
all frequencies, variability in the reflection-dominated soft
band is lagging behind that in the continuum-dominated
hard band, as expected due to the extra light travel time
from the source to the disc.

As discussed by Wilkins & Fabian (2013), the lag for the
lowest frequency components is equal to the mean of the lag
from the response function. A time lag τ greater than 1

2f
can-

not be detected since at this point the (sinusoidal) Fourier
component has been shifted by half of its wavelength. It is
therefore impossible to tell (given the definition of the phase
angle between the two components in the range −π to π)
whether the component has been shifted forward or back by
half a wavelength. At f = 1

2τ
the phase wraps around from

−π to π and the sign of the measured lag flips. Moving to
higher and higher frequency, the sign continues to flip ev-
ery 2π shift in phase and the lag, averaged across the time
series, decays to zero.

In the lag-frequency spectrum for smoothly decaying
response functions (as is expected for reverberation from
the disc), the time lag contributed by the longest photon
paths for which τ > 1

2f
are averaged to zero, leaving only

the shorter paths to contribute to the measured lag. This
results in the gradual decrease in the measured lag towards
high frequencies.

When measuring the lag-energy spectrum at a given fre-
quency, as for real data, the overall shape of the spectrum
is retained from the profile of the average photon arrival
time as a function of energy when only the reverberation
process is considered. The lag times are scaled to lower val-
ues when the measurement is taken at higher frequency and
the sharp features in the spectrum become smoothed out, as
demonstrated in Fig. 6(b). We therefore consider the average
photon arrival times as a proxy for the lag-energy spectrum
to understand the form and dependence on different param-
eters such that observed features can be identified but note
that if these models were to be used to fit real data, the
lag-energy spectrum should be computed from the modelled
response function for the frequency range considered.

4.2 The requirement for more complex models

It is apparent, comparing the frequency and energy depen-
dence of the lag measured in 1H 0707−495 (shown in Fig. 1)
and other Seyfert galaxies with the predictions of models in
which X-rays originate from a point source (Figs. 5 and 6),
that this simplified model of X-ray reverberation is inade-
quate to explain the observed features. The dip observed in
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(a) Lag-frequency spectrum (b) Frequency dependence of lag-energy spectrum

Figure 6. (a) The lag between the 0.3-1 keV reflection-dominated band and 1-4 keV continuum-dominated band for reverberation from

an accretion disc illuminated by point source 5 rg above the singularity. A positive lag indicates the harder band lags behind the soft.

A negative lag hence represents X-ray reverberation where the softer reflection-dominated band is lagging behind the continuum. (b)
The variation in the lag-energy spectrum (the lag between variability in the 0.1-10 keV reference band and that in narrow energy bands)

averaged over high and low frequency intervals, illustrating the effect of measuring the lag-energy spectrum at different frequencies.

many objects in the high frequency lag-energy spectrum at
3 keV, apparent in Fig. 1(c), is not explained by X-ray re-
verberation from a point source. There is precisely one ray
path from an infinitesimal point source to the observer and
this path will always be shorter than those passing via the
accretion disc. Hence the earliest response should always be
seen in the continuum-dominated 1-2 keV band rather than
a sharp dip at 3 keV.

Point source models do not account for the transition
to the ‘hard lag,’ denoted by not only the softer reflection-
dominated band leading the harder continuum-dominated
band in the broadband lag-frequency spectrum but by the
change in energy dependence from the characteristic profile
of X-ray reflection to the systematic increase in lag time
with X-ray energy. Models in which luminosity fluctuations
propagate inwards from the less energetic outer regions to
more energetic inner regions of the corona or from outer to
inner regions of the accretion disc to explain this behaviour
implicitly assume a finite spatial extent to the corona, thus
cannot trivially be reconciled with a point source origin of
the X-ray continuum.

5 EXTENDED CORONAE AND
PROPAGATING SOURCE FLUCTUATIONS

Measurements of the emissivity profiles of AGN accretion
discs, that is the pattern of illumination of the disc by the
X-rays emitted from the corona, suggest that in a growing
number of cases, the coronæ extend over the surface of the
accretion disc. They have been found to extend up to a few
tens of gravitational radii and around 30 rg in the case of
1H 0707−495 rather than being compact, point-like sources
of emission located above the black hole (Wilkins & Fabian
2011, 2012; Fabian et al. 2013; Wilkins & Gallo 2015). It

is therefore a natural extension to point source models to
consider the lag spectra that would be expected from these
extended coronae to understand how such models can be
further constrained by X-ray timing analyses and to test
whether these can explain the observed features of reverber-
ation.

In this section, models of X-ray reverberation from ex-
tended coronæ are developed, both for the inward and out-
ward propagation of fluctuations through coronæ extending
over the accretion disc at a low height and upward through
vertically collimated coronæ. We begin with simplified pre-
scriptions of propagation at a constant velocity through the
corona in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, before considering propa-
gation linked to viscous propagation through the underly-
ing accretion disc in Section 5.4. Once the propagation is
established, the hard lag is self-consistently included as a
gradient in the photon index of the continuum produced by
the corona in Section 5.3 and the seeding of the corona by
stochastic variations across its extent are considered in Sec-
tion 5.5.

Cylindrical coronæ are considered with the X-ray emit-
ting region in each case defined by a maximum radius over
the disc and by a lower and upper vertical bound above
the plane of the disc and the coronæ are taken to have uni-
form luminosity throughout their extent. While this is not
a completely realistic model (for instance the corona may
be closer to spheroidal and brighter in the central regions
where more energy is injected from the accretion flow) these
simplified models will allow the basic properties of extended
coronæ to be explored through X-ray timing. Where good
agreement is found to observed data, the uniform cylindrical
model will represent the approximate geometry and extent
of the corona from which the bulk of the X-ray emission is
originating.

When considering extended coronæ that are governed
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Table 2. Coronal parameters in the ray tracing simulations.
Unless otherwise specified, reverberation measurements are sim-

ulated for various combinations of these parameters to repro-

duce radially extended and vertically collimated coronæ. Mea-
surements are simulated taking the fixed values of the parameters

for the continuum and reflection spectrum specified in Table 1.

Property Parameter

Coronal extent Inner cylindrical radius (fixed at 0)

Outer cylindrical radius, R
Lower vertical extent, z0 (fixed at 1.5 rg)

Upper vertical extent, z0 + ∆z

Propagation Direction (outward, inward, upward)

Velocity, v

Luminosity profile Radial and vertical variation in

luminosity (here taken to be uniform)

by processes on the underlying accretion disc, it is unphys-
ical to take an instantaneous flash from all regions of the
corona since for a corona extending 10 rg over the surface
of the accretion disc but situated only 1 rg above the disc,
the light travel time through the corona is ten times longer
than the reverberation time scale to the disc. It is therefore
necessary to account for the propagation of the flash or the
fluctuation in luminosity from the site at which energy is
injected into the corona. The simplest case of radial propa-
gation at constant velocity, v, originating at some radius ρ0
corresponding to either the centre or the edge is considered
along with propagation up vertically extended coronæ. The
start time of each ray is calculated from its originating ra-
dius, ρ, within the corona (measured in the plane parallel to
the accretion disc), with t0 = (ρ− ρ0)/v.

In these models, the geometry and extent of the corona
are put in by hand along with the propagation of luminos-
ity fluctuations through its extent. No assumption is made
about the means by which the corona is energised by the un-
derlying accretion flow, although it is commonly speculated
that this is by the reconnection of magnetic fields associ-
ated with the accretion disc. Magnetic flux loops can arise
buoyantly from a dynamo action within the disc. These may
reconnect with one another above the disc energising the
surrounding plasma, forming a corona that extends over the
surface of the disc (Liu et al. 2003).

While most likely not accounting for the full complexi-
ties of the system, the models herein allow the characteristics
of energy injection and propagation mechanisms to be ex-
plored through X-ray timing and enable some constraints to
be placed on these as-yet unknown phenomena from obser-
vational data. They enable constraints to be placed on the
geometry of the corona and the propagation of fluctuations
which will in turn enable constraints to be placed upon mod-
els of underlying emission mechanisms. Reverberation mea-
surements are simulated for a range of coronal parameters,
detailed in Table 2 (in addition to the frozen parameters of
the continuum and reflection spectrum shown in Table 1), to
enable the manifestation of these parameters to be explored
in X-ray observations.

z
R

Δz

v

Figure 7. Schematic of the model of an extended corona. X-rays
originate in a cylindrical region spanning vertically between 1.5

and 2 rg above the plane of the disc and with varying radius,
R. The start time of each ray is set to reproduce the outward

propagation of a single flash at speed v from the centre.

5.1 Outward Propagation through Radially
Extended Coronae

We first consider the case of luminosity fluctuations propa-
gating outward through a corona extended radially over the
surface of the accretion disc, illustrated in Fig. 7. This could
represent a scenario in which the majority of the energy from
the accretion flow is not injected into the corona until the
innermost radii on the accretion disc from which point this
energy flows outwards through its volume, whether through
the energetic particles themselves that are accelerated in the
inner regions or through the accumulation of magnetic flux
loops outwards that then accelerate particles in the outer
part of the corona.

While the radial extent of the corona over the disc
surface is varied, the corona is fixed vertically. The X-ray
emitting region extends between 1.5 and 2 rg above the
disc plane, as found by Wilkins & Fabian (2013) in sim-
pler models (not accounting for propagation) to reproduce
the measured reverberation lag as a function of frequency of
1H 0707−495. Wilkins & Fabian (2013) show that varying
the height of a radially extended corona simply scales the
measured lag time. The lag profile as a function of energy
should not be altered in the regime where the radial extent
remains much greater than the vertical, since the radial ex-
tension provides consistent illumination over the surface of
the disc even while the height is varied. This fixed height
will act as a starting point to explore the effect of the ra-
dial extent and propagation mechanism on the measured lag
profiles and allow the analysis to be extended to the energy
dependence of the lag.

The time- and energy-resolved response functions of an
accretion disc illuminated by such a corona, extending to a
radius of 30 rg over the plane of the disc, through which a
single flash propagates outwards are shown in Fig. 8. The
case of light speed propagation is shown alongside propa-
gation at 0.1c. When the flash or luminosity fluctuations
propagate through the corona at the speed of light, the re-
sponse of the accretion disc is qualitatively similar to that
in the case of illumination by a point source. Early response
is seen from the inner parts of the disc with the double-
peaked line profile from the approaching and receding sides
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Figure 8. Time and energy resolved functions for the reverberation from the accretion disc of a single flash propagating outward through

a corona extending over the surface of the disc to 30 rg at (a) the speed of light and (b) one-tenth the speed of light. This response

function represents continuous luminosity fluctuations that propagate outwards by convolving this response function with the underlying
time series describing the variability.

of the outer disc responding at later times. The tail of the
emission line response is seen to low energies along with the
loop-back of delayed emission to progressively lower energies
as delayed, redshifted photons arrive from the back side of
the disc. The loop in the response function spans a shorter
range in energy due to the illumination of the disc by the
extended corona irradiating not only the innermost radii but
providing prompt illumination of the disc out to 30 rg where-
from a smaller range of Doppler shifting and gravitational
redshifting is measured. The propagation of the flash from
the inner to the outer region of the corona delays the arrival
of the double-peaked line from the outer disc with respect
to the redshifted tail of the response and stretches the loop
in the response function to later times.

When the flash propagates outward significantly slower
than the speed of light, the response function changes
shape dramatically. The flash propagates outward suffi-
ciently slowly that at early times, illumination is provided to
only the inner regions of the disc. The line response is broad
early on as highly redshifted and blueshifted emission is seen
from the innermost parts of the disc, while the response be-
comes narrower at later times. The flash is delayed reaching
the outer part of the corona which provides the predominant
source of illumination to the outer disc, since rays emitted
from the inner regions are focused onto the inner parts of the
disc. The loop back is much more subtle as photons emitted
throughout the corona (over a wide range of times) can be
bent towards the inner part of the disc to re-emerge delayed
and redshifted from the inner part of the back side of the
disc.

The effects of propagation through the extended corona
are readily seen in the average arrival time as a function of
photon energy (proxy to the lag-energy spectrum) shown in
Fig. 9. Shown are the lag-energy functions for coronae of
varying radius over the surface of the disc and for outward
propagation at speeds of c, 0.1c and 0.01c.

Considering the case of light-speed propagation of fluc-
tuations for coronæ extending to different radii, we see that
the propagation has little effect on the lag as a function
of energy, with the response functions looking very simi-

lar to those for reverberation of X-rays originating from a
point source. The earliest arrival is seen in the continuum-
dominated 1−3 keV band, with delayed emission in the soft
excess at 0.5 − 1 keV. The redshifted wing of the 6.4 keV
iron Kα emission line reflected from the inner disc is seen
to respond earlier than the core of the emission line from
the outer disc and the core of the line is again split into two
peaks, blueshifted and redshifted from the approaching and
receding sides of the disc.

For more compact coronæ, more of the rays are focused
towards the black hole and hence onto the inner parts of
the accretion disc. This changes the shape of the lag-energy
spectrum now that the broad iron Kα line is dominated
by emission from the inner part of the disc. This enhances
the redshifted wing of the line which now dominates the
lag-energy spectrum, with little contribution from the outer
disc, producing the core of the line. A similar effect is seen in
the soft excess emission. As reported by Wilkins & Fabian
(2013), the reverberation lag time (the delay between the
arrival of photons in continuum- and reflection-dominated
bands) becomes shorter for more radially extended coronae
since the rays travelling from the outer parts of the corona
to the accretion disc do not pass so close to the black hole,
meaning they experience less delay from passing through the
strong gravitational field.

Once the propagation time becomes much longer than
the light travel time from the corona to the disc, the lag-
energy spectrum starts to change shape. The propagation
through the corona dominates the long timescale variability
with the response changing over time as the disc appears to
be illuminated by an X-ray source moving, from the inner to
the outer regions. Most notably, for fluctuations propagating
outward, the emission lines take a distinctive square shape.
The inner disc is illuminated initially while the fluctuation is
still on the inner parts of the corona and the narrow response
around the rest-frame energy of the line is delayed until the
fluctuation reaches the outer parts of the corona.

Each of the lag-energy spectra show that the emission
in the 1-4 keV band, on average, leads that in the 0.3-1 keV
band, hence the broadband lag-frequency spectra between
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(a) v = c (b) v = 0.1c (c) v = 0.01c

Figure 9. The average arrival times (relative to the earliest arrival of photons in each case) of photons as a function of energy after a

luminosity fluctuation propagating radially outwards through the corona at varying radial velocity v. Coronæ are considered of different

radial extent, R, over the surface of the accretion disc and are located between 1.5 and 2 rg above the disc plane.

continuum- and reflection-dominated bands will show the
latter lagging behind the former over all frequencies (i.e.
the lag remains negative, following the convention of a pos-
itive lag indicating the harder band leading the softer). At
the lowest frequencies, the lag is found to be approximately
2GM/c3 whatever the radial extent of the corona when the
fluctuations propagate at light speed. This then decreases
towards zero as higher and higher frequency Fourier compo-
nents are considered.

When the fluctuation propagates more slowly through
the corona, outward propagation can cause the continuum-
dominated 1-4 keV band to appear delayed with respect to
the 0.3-1 keV reflection-dominated band. Rays from the in-
nermost parts of the corona, which leads the fluctuation,
are bent towards the black hole and, hence, onto the inner
regions of the disc. Comparatively few of these early rays
are able to escape to be observed as part of the continuum
which is predominantly made up of rays from the outer part
of the corona that are emitted later. Emission in the red-
shifted wing of the line at 3-4 keV can arrive, on average,
earlier than the continuum-dominated band between 1 and
3 keV for the slowest propagation through the more compact
coronæ causing the lag-frequency spectrum to turn over to
become positive at the lowest frequencies as discussed by
Wilkins & Fabian (2013). This phenomenon does not, how-
ever, explain the observed turn-over in lag-frequency spectra
since the energy-dependence of the lag at low frequency is
simply the average arrival time of the rays shown in Fig. 9.
The low frequency lag-energy spectrum in this instance fol-
lows the characteristic shape of the reflection spectrum with
the delayed soft excess emission and iron Kα line, and not
the smooth increase in arrival time as a function of X-ray
energy that is observed.

For slow propagation through the largest coronæ, how-
ever, this turn-over is not seen. In this case of propagation
at 0.1c and 0.01c through coronæ extending 30 rg over the
plane of the disc, the time delay introduced by the propaga-
tion between the illumination of the inner and outer parts
of the disc leads to a peak and trough appearing in the soft
excess. The redshifted wings of these emission lines seen be-
tween 0.2 and 0.5 keV, illuminated by the inner parts of the
corona, appear early while the cores of these lines from the
outer disc over the energy range 0.5-1 keV are delayed. The

z
R

Δz

v

Figure 10. Schematic of the model of an extended corona filling a

cylindrical region spanning vertically between 1.5 and 2 rg above
the plane of the disc through which fluctuations in luminosity

propagate inwards from the outer edge at speed v.

cores of these lines are now delayed along with the directly-
observed continuum emission, counteracting the turn-over
in the lag at low frequency, but coronæ larger than around
15 rg are required.

5.2 Inward Propagation

Inward propagation of fluctuations in luminosity that orig-
inate at the edge of a radially extended corona, illustrated
in Fig. 10 could reflect a scenario in which energy is in-
jected directly into the corona from the underlying accre-
tion flow. The X-ray emission could originate in a hot at-
mosphere atop the disc or from energetic particles that are
accelerated by magnetic fields arising from the disc. The fluc-
tuation then propagates inwards, either with the underlying
accretion flow or directly through the body of the corona
(for instance through the motion of the accelerated particles
towards the black hole or the propagation of the magnetic
field). We first consider the generalised case of propagation
at an (arbitrary) constant velocity to understand the basic
properties of inwardly propagating fluctuations and will re-
turn to propagation on viscous time scales through the disc
later.
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Figure 11. Time and energy resolved functions for the reverberation from the accretion disc of a single flash propagating inward through

a corona extending over the surface of the disc to 30 rg at (a) the speed of light and (b) one-tenth the speed of light.

The energy- and time-resolved response function of the
accretion disc to illumination by a flash propagating inwards
through a radially extended corona is shown in Fig. 11. In
this case, the emission line response begins narrow with the
illumination of the outer disc seen first. The earliest response
is the portion of the disc directly in front of the observer be-
neath the outer edge of the corona, moving transverse to
the line of sight in its orbit and, hence, producing emission
close to the rest-frame energy of the line. The response then
spreads to the blue- and redshifted emission from the ap-
proaching and receding sides of the outer disc. It is not until
later times that the bulk of the response is seen from the
inner disc with the greatest fraction of photons illuminating
these regions originating from the inner parts of the corona,
illuminated later.

The tail of the response function is seen as redshifted
emission is detected from the inner disc at later times and
the photons reflected from the back side of the disc is again
seen as the loop-back in the response function as well as
the band across all energies that is seen when the full re-
flection spectrum is considered; this is the re-emergence of
the reflected continuum alongside the emission lines. When
the propagation is much slower than the speed of light, the
tail of the response function is drawn out over a long time
and the re-emergence is less pronounced, smeared over an
extended time interval as photons from a range of radii in
the corona (and hence a range of start times) hit the inner
parts of the back side of the disc.

The average arrival time as a function of photon en-
ergy from the reverberation of continuum fluctuations prop-
agating inwards is shown in Fig. 12. Again shown are the
lag-energy functions for coronae of varying radius over the
surface of the disc and for propagation at speed c, 0.1c and
0.01c.

While the effect of the propagation of the luminosity
fluctuation through the corona is again subtle for light speed
propagation, the most obvious effect for more slowly propa-
gating fluctuations is the apparent inversion of the iron Kα
emission line. Two dips are seen in the lag profile of the
emission line with the earliest arrival from photons just be-
low the rest frame energy at 4 ∼ 5 keV and just above at
7 ∼ 8 keV. The dips move further apart (the lowest to lower

energy and the highest to higher energy) for more compact
coronae.

These energies correspond to the double-peaked emis-
sion line profiles from thin annuli on the disc just below the
outer edge of the corona. Now the fluctuation starts on the
outer edge of the corona, the first part of the disc to be il-
luminated is that directly beneath the outer edge. At later
times, the core of the line arises from the outer disc, once
the rays from the outer edge of the corona have had time to
propagate, then the slow-moving fluctuation gradually illu-
minates more of the inner disc producing late emission from
the redshifted wing of the line.

The broadband lag-frequency spectra will again be
dominated by reverberation from the accretion disc. It
is clear from the lag-energy spectra that the reflection-
dominated 0.3-1 keV band lags behind the continuum-
dominated 1-4 keV band so, following the usual convention,
a negative reverberation lag would be detected down to the
lowest frequencies, again corresponding to the average height
of the corona above the disc and being fairly insensitive
to the radial extent. For the coronæ considered here, ex-
tending vertically between 1.5 and 2 rg above the plane of
the accretion disc, the lag in each case is measured to be
between 2 and 2.5GM/c3 for fluctuations propagating at
the speed of light, increasing for slower propagation through
larger coronæ. For coronæ spanning 10 rg over the disc, the
reverberation lag is measured to be around 4GM/c3 when
fluctuations propagate at 0.1c and around 12GM/c3 when
propagating at 0.01c. The apparent increase in the lag time
is due to the slower propagation of the fluctuation inwards
through the larger corona. The fluctuation begins in the
outer regions which contribute a greater fraction of the con-
tinuum emission, since photons can escape more easily from
these regions. A greater portion of the reflected photons is
then contributed by the inner regions of the corona since
the strong gravitational field close to the black hole focuses
more photons emitted from the inner regions towards the
black hole and, hence, onto the inner regions of the disc.
The overall effect is to further delay the arrival of the re-
flected photons with respect to the continuum.

The exception is the case of the slowest propagation
through the largest coronæ. In this case, the slow propaga-
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(a) v = c (b) v = 0.1c (c) v = 0.01c

Figure 12. The average arrival times (relative to the earliest arrival of photons in each case) of photons as a function of energy after a

luminosity fluctuation propagating radially inwards through the corona at varying radial velocity v through coronae of different radial

extent, R over the surface of the accretion disc.

z
R

Δz

v
Γ = 2.5Γ = 3

Figure 13. The hard lag is introduced into the continuum emis-
sion through a linear gradient in photon index produced as a

function of radius in the corona. The corona is less energetic in

the outer regions, producing a softer continuum spectrum that
hardens towards the centre.

tion from the outer to the inner parts of the corona delays
even further the extremely redshifted emission below 4 keV
re-emerging from the innermost parts of the back side of the
disc. These photons are delayed with respect to the cores
of the 0.5-1 keV lines in the soft excess that arise from the
outer disc, illuminated early by the outer parts of the corona
and early compared to the average arrival of the continuum
over the whole corona. The skewed shape of the lag-energy
profile between 0.3 and around 4 keV can result in a turn-
over in the broadband lag-frequency spectrum to a positive
lag at the lowest frequencies for slow inward propagation
through the largest coronæ. As in the case of slow outward
propagation, however, the lag-energy spectrum at these fre-
quencies would follow the average arrival time of the photons
as a function of energy which would again show distinctive
features of the reflection spectrum rather than the smooth
increase in arrival time with photon energy that is observed.

5.3 The low frequency hard lag

It is clear that reverberation alone from the accretion disc
cannot reproduce the shape of the lag spectra commonly ob-
served in AGN, with the hard (continuum-dominated) band

lagging behind the soft (reflection-dominated) band at low
frequencies and the reverberation lag (the soft band lagging
behind the hard band) appearing at higher frequencies with
distinct lag-energy spectra at low and high frequencies. The
observed energy dependence of the lags change in their be-
haviour, with a steady increase in lag as a function of energy
at low frequency.

The low frequency hard lag appears to be ubiquitous
among accreting black holes. It was first discovered in the
accreting X-ray binary Cygnus X-1 (Miyamoto et al. 1988)
with the lag time found to have approximately a log-linear
dependence on photon energy (Nowak et al. 1999). More-
over, such a hard lag has been detected in the time vari-
ability of the accreting supermassive black hole in the AGN,
NGC 6814 in which relativistically blurred reflection from
an accretion disc was found not to make a significant con-
tribution to the X-ray spectrum (Walton et al. 2013). These
findings suggest that the hard lag is associated with the X-
ray continuum itself, a position supported further by the
lag-energy spectrum measured at these low frequencies in
which the lag is seen to rise smoothly as a function of pho-
ton energy rather than changes in the lag coinciding with
features characteristic of the reflection spectrum.

Kotov et al. (2001) propose that fluctuations in mass ac-
cretion rate propagate inwards through the accretion disc,
energising successive sections of the corona as they do so.
The inner parts of the corona are more energetic and produce
a harder X-ray spectrum than the outer parts, producing the
observed lag between the average arrival of softer and harder
continuum photons. Implementing such a model, Arévalo &
Uttley (2006) found that the observed power spectral den-
sity of the variability seen in the X-ray emission from X-ray
binaries as well as the approximate log-linear dependence of
the lag time on photon energy can be explained.

While Arévalo & Uttley (2006) modelled two contin-
uum components, a soft and a harder power law spectrum,
with varying contributions from radii in the corona accord-
ing to power law emissivity profiles, we here model a con-
tinuous, linear variation in the continuum spectrum photon
index with radius. The innermost parts of the corona are the
most energetic, with Γ = 2.5, and the spectrum softens to
Γ = 3 on the outer edge as illustrated in Fig. 13. The av-
erage photon arrival times and lag spectra for fluctuations
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(a) v = c (b) v = 0.1c (c) v = 0.01c

Figure 14. Top: The average arrival times of photons (both the directly observed continuum and reflection from the accretion disc) as a

function of photon energy. Bottom: the lag as a function of Fourier frequency between the 0.3-1 keV and 1-4 keV bands where fluctuations
propagate inwards from the edge of radially extended coronæ through which there is a linear gradient in photon index between the outer

edge and centre to reproduce the hard lag.

propagating inwards through such a corona are shown in
Fig. 14. It should be stressed that we do not, in this work,
aim to construct a detailed model of continuum lags arising
in the corona but rather to determine if such a scenario can
be reconciled with the detection of X-ray reverberation from
the accretion disc and to discover under what conditions it
is possible to detect both the low frequency continuum lags
and high frequency reverberation lags that are seen side by
side in AGN.

The average arrival time of photons as a function of
X-ray energy (i.e. the lag-energy spectrum that would be
observed in the lowest frequency components of the vari-
ability) when the accretion disc is illuminated by a corona
in which fluctuations propagate from a region producing
a softer power law continuum to a harder one is shown
in Fig. 14 along with the broadband lag-frequency spec-
trum between the reflection-dominated 0.3-1 keV band and
continuum-dominated 1-4 keV band. Coronæ are again con-
sidered extending radially over the plane of the accretion
disc to 5, 10 and 30 rg and in each case, the corona extends
vertically between 1.5 and 2 rg above the plane of the disc.
Fluctuations are considered propagating inward through the
corona at speeds of c, 0.1c and 0.01c.

By construction, the propagation through a gradient
in the photon index leads to a steady increase in the lag
time for increasing photon energies. The dependence of the
lag in just the continuum component is approximately log-
linear, as observed. Where the continuum reflects off the

accretion disc, imprinted upon the log-linear rise in lag are
the signatures of the reflection spectrum.

The ‘hard lag’ introduced acts against the ‘soft lag’
between the continuum and reverberating soft excess. The
propagation of the fluctuation through the coronal gradient
means that 1-4 keV photons in the continuum respond to
the fluctuation, on average, later than 0.3-1 keV photons in
the continuum since a greater fraction of the 1-4 keV come
from the harder power law contributed by the inner regions
of the corona. The effect of this is to delay 1-4 keV band
with respect to the 0.3-1 keV band. The effect is slight when
luminosity fluctuations propagate at light speed through the
corona with the measured reverberation lag decreasing for
the larger corona (where, for a given propagation speed, it
takes longer for the fluctuation to travel from the outer to
the inner regions), although the dominant process defining
the lag-energy profile is still reverberation from the disc. For
more slowly propagating fluctuations, however, the dom-
inant process becomes the propagation of the fluctuation
from softer to harder photons in the continuum. The lag-
energy profile changes shape, now showing the increase in
arrival time to higher photon energies but with signatures
of the reflection spectrum clearly imprinted. Although, on
average, continuum photons at higher energies arrive later,
the softer continuum produced in the outer parts still con-
tains sufficient photons above the iron K absorption edge
at 7.1 keV and, hence, can excite the strong iron Kα line
at 6.4 keV from parts of the disc in close proximity to the
early coronal emission. This results in the comparatively
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early arrival of line photons at energies corresponding to
the approaching and receding sides of the disc beneath the
outer edge of the corona, hence the double-peaked profile
around 6.4 keV and the early arrival of photons in the soft
excess as seen in the case of inward propagation with no
gradient in continuum photon index. For the slowest prop-
agating (constant velocity) fluctuations, the broadband lag-
frequency spectrum turns over and shows only the harder
energy bands lagging behind the soft with no measurement
of a negative reverberation lag.

It is clear that where a ‘hard lag’ is produced by prop-
agation from less to more energetic regions of the corona,
this process cannot trivially be separated from the measure-
ment of the reverberation lag. When the fluctuation prop-
agates sufficiently quickly, the negative reverberation lag is
observed but the lag time is shortened by the opposing time
lags in the continuum emission. Using the reverberation time
lag as a measure of the (vertical) extent of the corona there-
fore requires simultaneous fitting of both the frequency and
energy dependence of the propagation lag in the continuum.
Care must be taken when fitting a phenomenological func-
tion, for instance a power law (as in Emmanoulopoulos et al.
2011; Chainakun & Young 2015), to the low frequency por-
tion of the lag-frequency spectrum without accounting for
the energy dependence of this process as the hard lag in
the continuum can be strongly degenerate with the rever-
beration lag. Where the fluctuation propagates at constant
velocity through the corona it is not possible to simultane-
ously observe the hard, continuum lag at low frequency and
reverberation from the disc at high frequency. Propagation
as slow as 0.01c affects the lag spectrum at all frequencies
either reducing the measured reverberation lag or cancelling
it out entirely, damping the lag to zero across higher fre-
quencies.

5.4 Viscous Propagation

It might be expected that fluctuations in the luminosity of
a corona extended over the surface of the accretion disc are
associated with fluctuations propagating through the un-
derlying disc. This might describe a situation in which the
X-ray emitting corona is a hot atmosphere directly associ-
ated with the disc or is composed of energetic particles that
are accelerated magnetically from the disc surface, for in-
stance through the reconnection of magnetic flux loops aris-
ing from the disc. The luminosity of the corona would be
expected to vary with the mass accretion rate and fluctu-
ations therein, with overdense regions of the accretion disc
releasing more gravitational potential energy as they pass
inwards, potentially both directly into the energetic corona
and through the production of more thermal seed photons
that are up-scattered to become the X-ray continuum. If the
corona were to be magnetically accelerated, the luminosity
would also vary with the local magnetic flux density, in-
creasing both the probability of reconnection events and the
energy associated with each. Magnetic fields are expected to
be accreted inwards along with the ionised material in the
accretion disc (e.g. McKinney et al. 2012; Sikora & Begel-
man 2013). Predictions can be made for the simple case of
coronal fluctuations associated with fluctuations in a sim-
ple, classical accretion flow driven by the viscous transfer of
angular momentum (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973).

Figure 15. The velocity as a function of radius of fluctuations

propagating inwards through a Shakura-Sunyaev accretion disc
where α(h/r)2 = Cr−1 and C is set to reproduce a thick disc with

α = 0.3 and (h/r) = 1 on the inner edge. Viscous propagation

of material through the disc is used as the basis for luminosity
fluctuations through the overlying corona.

In a standard Shakura-Sunyaev accretion disc, inward
accretion of material occurs through the transfer of angu-
lar momentum outwards in the disc through viscous friction
between neighbouring radii orbiting at their respective Ke-
plerian velocities (see, e.g., Czerny 2006 for a review). The
local viscous velocity at which material travels radially in-
ward is

v(r) = r−
1
2

α√
GM

(
h

r

)2

(12)

This can be integrated to give the travel time of an overden-
sity between two radii, describing the propagation through
a corona from which reverberation is to be simulated. The
values of the α viscosity parameter and the disc aspect ra-
tio (h/r) are often taken to follow a power law with radius,
α(h/r)2 = Cr−β with the constant C set to reproduce a
thick disc with α = 0.3 and (h/r) = 1 on the inner edge
(Arévalo & Uttley 2006). We here set β = 1 which (should
α be constant over the disc) represents a constant disc aspect
ratio and, most likely, an upper limit on the propagation ve-
locity, hence a lower limit on the propagation effect (given
that propagation through the corona has a more pronounced
effect on the low frequency reverberation response at lower
velocities). The viscous propagation velocity as a function
of radius through this model disc is shown in Fig. 15. For a
flat disc surface (parallel to the equatorial plane), expected
in a radiation dominated accretion disc, β = 2 producing
slower propagation through the corona with a more rapid
acceleration as the fluctuation reaches the inner regions.

The case of a corona extended radially over the surface
of the disc to 30 rg is considered, as suggested by measure-
ment of the accretion disc emissivity profile in 1H 0707−495.
The photon index of the continuum produced at each loca-
tion in the corona varies linearly with radius from Γ = 2.5
in the centre to Γ = 3 on the outer edge. Fluctuations in lu-
minosity propagate inward through the corona at the local
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(a) Lag-frequency spectrum (b) Lag-energy, low frequency (c) Lag-energy, high frequency

Figure 16. (a) The broadband lag-frequency spectrum between the 0.3-1 keV and 1-4 keV bands where fluctuations propagate inwards

from the edge of a radially extended corona at the viscous timescale on the underlying Shakura-Sunyaev accretion disc where α(h/r)2 =

Cr−1. There is a linear gradient in photon index between the outer edge and centre. (b) and (c) The lag-energy spectra averaged over
low frequencies, 10−4-10−3 c3(GM)−1 and high frequencies, 2 × 10−3-10−2 c3(GM)−1, respectively. These frequency ranges represent

the regions of positive and negative lag in (a).The low frequency lag-energy spectrum also shows the lag spectrum if only the continuum

emission were present, showing the approximate log-linear dependence of the lag on photon energy where there is a linear decrease in
photon index from the edge to the centre of the corona.

viscous velocity of material flowing through the underlying
accretion disc.

Fig. 16(a) shows the lag as a function of frequency be-
tween the reflection-dominated 0.3-1 keV energy band and
the 1-4 keV energy band as well as the lag as a function of en-
ergy over both the low and high frequency ranges, identified
as the frequency ranges in which the lag is found to be posi-
tive and negative. We find that viscous propagation is readily
able to reproduce the observed combination of the hard lag,
where harder X-rays in the continuum respond, on average,
later than softer X-rays, below 10−3 c3(GM)−1, and rever-
beration is seen between 2× 10−3 and 2× 10−2 c3(GM)−1.

These two modes are distinctly seen in the energy de-
pendence of the lag over the low and high frequency ranges.
The lag-energy spectra are computed from the response
functions as they would be from real observations (Uttley
et al. 2014). The cross spectrum is computed between each
narrow energy band of the response and the reference band;
the sum of the response across the full 0.1-10 keV range mi-
nus the energy band of interest. This cross spectrum is then
multiplied by f−2 to act as a high frequency filter in the
same manner as the observed power spectral density of the
variability of a real AGN, as in Equation 5. Although unim-
portant when considering narrow frequency ranges, when
the cross spectrum is averaged over broad frequency ranges,
this enhances the contribution of the lower frequency compo-
nents within the frequency range of interest in determining
the lag-energy spectrum. The final, filtered cross spectrum
is then averaged over the frequency range of interest and
the lag of the present energy band behind the reference is,
once again, given by the argument of the (average) cross
spectrum. The low and high frequency lag-energy spectra,
in which frequency ranges were selected to coincide with the
regions of the lag-frequency spectrum where the hard lag
and reverberation lag are respectively seen, are shown in
Figs. 16(b) and (c).

The low frequency lag-energy spectrum shows the prop-
agation of the fluctuation from the outer to inner parts of
the corona, producing an increasing fraction of the harder X-

rays as it does so. Imprinted on this are the signatures of the
early arriving reflection; the soft excess leading to a notch
at low frequencies and the double-trough profile of the iron
Kα line from the approaching and receding sides of the disc
at, from the parts of the accretion disc beneath the outer
edge of the corona where the luminosity fluctuation begins,
as in the case of slow, constant velocity inward propagation.
At high frequencies, the lag-energy spectrum shows the clas-
sic form expected for reflection from the accretion disc; the
arrival of photons comprising the soft excess and the iron
Kα line later than continuum which dominates the 1-4 keV
energy band.

When only the high frequency components of the vari-
ability are considered, the inner parts of the accretion disc
are seen to respond to fluctuations in the continuum more
rapidly than the outer part. The redshifted wing of the iron
Kα line responds sooner than the 5-7 keV core of the line
that is dominated by reflection from large radii in the disc.
In these high frequency components, the slow propagation
of the fluctuation from the outer to the inner parts of the
corona, which previously lead to the double-trough profile.
The propagation and hence the time scale of this sharp fea-
ture in the lag-energy spectrum is longer than the frequency
range considered, hence is averaged to zero while just the
more rapid reverberation, of order the 2 rg distance between
the corona and the disc is seen, leading to the simple lag-
energy spectrum. The inner disc that is closer to the coronal
emission is seen to respond before the outer disc.

While both the hard lag and reverberation could not
be seen simultaneously when the fluctuation propagates at
constant velocity, in the case of viscous propagation, the
propagation over the outer part of the disc is sufficiently
slow that it influences the variability only at the lowest fre-
quencies. For the case considered here of a corona extending
radially out to 30 rg, the average velocity of the fluctuation
is 0.005c, limiting the influence of the propagation on the
measured lag to frequencies below 8×10−5 c3/GM . For con-
stant velocity propagation, the hard lag is still able to cancel
the effect of reverberation at higher frequencies. The inner
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parts of the corona still produce a hard lag over the higher
frequency ranges, even though the outer parts of the corona
are no longer contributing as their contributed lags wrap in
phase and are too long and averaged to zero. In the case
of viscous propagation, the velocity increases as the fluctu-
ation propagates inward according to a power law (Fig. 15).
Once the propagation reaches the inner regions, it is trav-
elling sufficiently quickly that the propagation lag is less
than the reverberation lag and the negative reverberation
lag can once again be measured over the higher frequency
components. In the case considered here, the propagation is
travelling faster than 0.1c over the innermost 4 rg. At this
velocity, we see in Fig. 14 that the reverberation lag dom-
inates over the hard lag. We note that the high frequency
reverberation is, therefore, dominated by X-rays that origi-
nate from the innermost regions of the corona with the hard
lag dominated by propagation on larger scales throughout
the extended corona.

Comparing the broadband lag-frequency spectrum for
the case of viscous propagation through an extended corona
to that for light-speed propagation through a corona of the
same radial extent over the disc, we find that the inward
viscous propagation causes a significant increase in the lag
time from the ∼ 2GM/c3 ‘pure reverberation’ time scale;
i.e. that determined by the average vertical distance between
the corona and reflector, increased by the delay of photons
travelling close to the black hole and diluted by the contri-
butions of the reflected and continuum components to the
others’ dominant band. Photons that originate from the in-
ner parts of the corona experience strong gravitational light
bending close to the black hole and, hence, tend to be fo-
cused towards the black hole and onto the inner regions of
the disc rather than being able to escape to be observed
as part of the continuum. This means that the majority of
directly observed continuum photons are emitted from the
outer parts of the corona, while a greater portion of the re-
flected photons come from the inner regions. The measured
lag is increased by a factor of around 5, from 2GM/c3 to
10GM/c3.

The slow propagation of the luminosity fluctuation from
the outer to inner parts of the corona therefore increases the
average time lag between continuum and reflected photons.
Under these circumstances, the measured lag between the
continuum- and reflection-dominated energy bands there-
fore gives only an upper limit to the reverberation time
scale indicative of the vertical extent of the corona and its
distance from the accretion disc. We note, however, that
the measured reverberation time lag in 1H 0707−495 is only
around 2GM/c3, and similarly short in other Seyfert galax-
ies. We find that in a corona extending 30 rg over the disc,
the excess lag introduced by propagation is approximately
8GM/c3 and still nearly 6GM/c3 if the corona were to only
extend 5 rg over the disc. These additional lags due to the
inward propagation alone are much longer than the total
measured lag time, hence we can conclude that the propaga-
tion through the corona cannot be having a significant effect
in the reverberation-dominated high frequency lag spectra
of Seyfert galaxies.

R = 30rg

Γ = 2.5Γ = 3
vviscfbr = 10-3 fbr = 10-4 c3/GM

Figure 17. An extended corona that is seeded by stochastic vari-

ability in the underlying accretion disc at all radii by summing
the responses from extended coronæ with different radial extents.

Fluctuations in the emission from each radial component of the

corona propagate inwards at the viscous velocity from their re-
spective outer edges. Each component of the corona varies accord-

ing to a randomly generated light curve with a broken power-law

power spectral density (PSD), breaking from f−1 at low frequen-
cies to f−2 at high frequencies at a break frequency, fbr that cor-

responds to the orbital frequency on the disc beneath the outer
edge. As such, the larger outer regions of the corona vary more

slowly while the inner regions dominate the short timescale vari-

ability.

5.5 Propagating Fluctuations

So far, X-ray reverberation has been considered from ex-
tended coronæ through which a single fluctuation in lumi-
nosity propagates from a set location (either the centre or
outermost edge of the corona). This is as if the underlying
accretion disc is connected to the corona in just one location
or if the accretion disc undergoes fluctuations in mass accre-
tion rate or other properties that determine the radiative
output of the corona in its outer regions and these fluctua-
tions then propagate through the disc to the inner regions
where they energise the corona. It is likely, however, that a
corona extending over the surface of the disc is connected to
the underlying accretion flow throughout its extent. For ex-
ample particles making up the corona are accelerated locally
by the underlying accretion flow, perhaps by the reconnec-
tion of magnetic flux loops arising from the disc. Fluctua-
tions in the radiative output might therefore be expected to
arise due to stochastic processes locally on the disc as well as
variations (e.g. in mass accretion rate) propagating in from
large radii.

A model of a radially extended corona in which stochas-
tic variations arise at all radii and then propagate inwards
was constructed, akin to the propfluc model of Ingram &
Done (2011); Ingram & van der Klis (2013) in which vari-
ability at progressively higher frequencies is introduced at
smaller and smaller radii. The response of both the contin-
uum and reflected spectral components was calculated by
summing the response functions due to viscous propagation
of fluctuations through coronæ of different radii. At each
radius, random fluctuations were generated according to a
broken power law PSD. In models of propagating fluctua-
tions, the time series describing the variability that propa-
gates in from larger radii is typically multiplied by the time
series describing the stochastic variability introduced locally
(i.e. the variability amplitude at any given radius is mod-
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ulated by the underlying variation in the accretion disc) in
order to reproduce the lognormal flux distribution that is
widely observed. To more simply combine the ray-traced re-
verberation responses from different radii within the corona,
the responses due to uncorrelated fluctuations propagating
inwards from each radius are summed (whereas in a full,
multiplicative propagating fluctuations model, the responses
would be summed for fluctuations propagating from each
radius where the time series arising at each radius is mod-
ulated by that propagating inwards from larger radii). We
are just concerned with the effect on the measured X-ray re-
verberation here, however, and the important feature is the
introduction of uncorrelated variability at higher frequencies
closer to the black hole, thus the simple addition of uncor-
related responses will preserve the key features of the lag
spectra.

The PSD of the variability seen in AGN is commonly
found to follow a broken power law, falling off as f−1 up
to a break frequency fbr, after which it falls off as f−2 to
high frequencies (McHardy et al. 2004; Uttley & McHardy
2005). The break frequency is found to scale inversely with
black hole mass (McHardy et al. 2006) and might therefore
be attributed to the characteristic size of the emitting re-
gion, if the variability is generated within a similar range
of gravitational radii in all sources (with the gravitational
radius scaling with mass). For the variability introduced at
each radius in the corona, we set the break frequency to
the Keplerian orbital frequency at that radius. One might
also consider damping of variability on the time scale cor-
responding to the viscous inflow of material through each
radius, which is of a similar order to the orbital time scale
(e.g. Czerny 2006). This allows each radius to generate red
noise fluctuations with equal energy per unit frequency up
to the orbital frequency, which will smooth out any fluctua-
tions and limit the ability of the large, slowly-moving outer
parts of the corona to generate high frequency variability.
The model is outlined in Fig. 17.

For each radial component, a random light curve
was generated with the desired power spectrum using the
method of Timmer & Koenig (1995) where the Fourier trans-
form of the time series is created. The amplitude of each fre-
quency component is set to follow the broken power law and
each component is assigned a random phase. The light curve
for each component of the corona was convolved with the
impulse response function (including both continuum and
reflected emission with the photon index decreasing linearly
inwards through the corona) for a fluctuation that propa-
gates inwards on the viscous time scale from that radius. The
reflection fraction for each radial component of the corona
was set to the value expected from ray tracing calculations
that compute the number of photons that hit the disc rel-
ative to that able to escape to be observed as part of the
continuum (as in Fabian et al. 2012).

This prescription is found to produce realistic light
curves, reproducing the amplitude and timescales of the vari-
ability typically seen in AGN with the power spectral den-
sity following f−2 up to frequencies of 1 c3(GM)−1. While
rapid variability arising from the outer regions of the disc
is smoothed out as it propagates inwards, the inner regions
of the disc are able to produce the rapid components of the
variability that are observed. The lag spectrum was com-

Figure 18. The lag-frequency spectrum that arises from an ac-

cretion disc illuminated by an extended corona that is seeded by
stochastic variability in the underlying accretion disc at all radii,

compared to that considered previously where a single luminosity

fluctuation propagates in from the outer edge.

puted from the generated light curves following the standard
procedure.

The lag-frequency spectrum that arises in this scenario
is shown in Fig. 18. The features of the single fluctuation
propagating through this corona are retained; the hard lag
due to the propagation of the fluctuation from the less en-
ergetic outer to more energetic inner parts of the corona at
low frequencies, then transitioning to the soft, reverberation
lag at higher frequencies where the reflection-dominated 0.3-
1 keV band lags behind the continuum-dominated 1-4 keV
band. Previously, the measured reverberation lag time was
increased from that in the case of a simple corona with ei-
ther no or light-speed propagation. The slow, viscous prop-
agation of the luminosity fluctuation from the outer part
of the corona, which contributes a greater fraction of the
directly detected continuum emission, to the inner parts
from which more emission is focused onto the disc to be re-
flected, lengthening the measured lag. However, (incoherent)
stochastic variability is now introduced into the corona at
all radii, with the inner parts dominating the high frequency
variations. The propagation effect, delaying the bulk of the
reflection with regard to the bulk of the continuum emis-
sion, is greatly reduced now that uncorrelated fluctuations
are introduced throughout the corona. The key factor in de-
termining the broad band reverberation time lag is, once
again, the vertical distance between the site of the coronal
emission and the reflector. The reverberation feature in the
broad band lag-frequency spectrum is smoothed out to a
shape similar to that seen in the observed spectra.

5.6 Propagation up Vertically Extended Coronae

In addition to coronæ that are radially extended over the
surface of the accretion disc, one might also consider the
case of a collimated corona that extends vertically above
the disc plane in a jet-like configuration (Fig. 19). In this
scenario, one might imagine the injection of energy from the
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Figure 19. The propagation of luminosity fluctuations up a col-
limated corona that is extended vertically above the plane of the

accretion disc. The corona begins 1.5 rg from the black hole and

extends to varying height h from the singularity with fluctuations
propagating up at constant velocity v. The photon index of the

continuum produced throughout this model corona is constant at

all heights.

innermost regions on the accretion disc (or, for example,
magnetic fields anchored to these regions) into the base of
the structure from which point fluctuations in the luminosity
will propagate upward.

Time- and energy-resolved response functions of the
reverberation off an accretion disc illuminated by such a
corona are shown in Fig. 20. The form of the response in
this instance can be understood as the superposition of the
responses to illumination by successive point sources at in-
creasing height above the disc. The redshifted tails from
the inner disc as well as the loop-back and the delayed re-
emergence of photons from the back side of the inner disc
stack with the response from higher portions of the corona
shifted to later times (both due to the extended light travel
time from the higher source and the time taken for the fluc-
tuation to propagate up the corona). This leads to smearing
of the inner disc response over time. Finally, the late re-
sponse is seen from outer disc, illuminated predominantly
by the uppermost parts of the corona, giving the narrow
line response.

Fig. 21(a) shows the average arrival time of (both con-
tinuum and reflected) photons as a function of energy (i.e.
the proxy to the lag-energy spectrum) for fluctuations prop-
agating at varying velocity up a collimated corona extend-
ing from 1.5 to 10 rg vertically above the disc plane. For
more slowly propagating fluctuations, it can be seen that the
dip in the lag-energy spectrum corresponding to the earli-
est arriving emission shifts from the continuum-dominated
1-2 keV band to around 3 keV, with the the lag time rising
again either side of this dip towards both 2 and 4 keV, as is
seen in the observed lag-energy spectra of Seyfert galaxies.

The origin of this 3 keV dip can be understood in the
context of the average arrival time of photons that consti-
tute the directly observed continuum and reflected spectral
components. These are shown in Fig. 21(b) and can be in-
terpreted from the forms of the energy- and time-resolved
response function for photons originating from a point source
just 1.5 rg from the black hole shown in Fig. 4(b), i.e. the

lower part of the vertically extended corona that is illumi-
nated first.

The dip arises naturally in the average arrival time
of photons in just the reflected component. It corresponds
to the intersection between the outward-propagating rever-
beration response from successively larger radii in the disc
towards the 6.4 keV rest-frame energy of the line and the
inward-propagating response over the innermost few gravi-
tational radii seen through the most redshifted photons. The
passage of photons reflected from these radii (as well as the
redshifted re-emerging reflection from the back side of the
accretion disc) is delayed by the strong gravitational field
through which they must pass, thus a distant observer will
see reflection from closer to the black hole responding later.
This point of intersection appears at 3 keV in the broad re-
verberation response for a point source located just 1.5 rg
from the black hole which corresponds to the base of the
vertically extended corona; the first part to be illuminated.
Higher parts of the corona, which provide a greater fraction
of the reflection from the outer disc (whereas the photons
from lower parts of the corona are focused more strongly
towards the black hole and hence onto the inner parts of
the disc) are illuminated later as the flash, or luminosity
fluctuation, propagates up. This steepens the profile of the
lag-energy spectrum as the 6.4 keV rest frame emission in
the iron Kα line is delayed with respect to the redshifted
emission arising from the inner disc to a greater extent in
the case of vertical propagation.

Normally the 3 keV dip would not be directly observ-
able in the lag-energy spectrum once the arrival times of the
directly observed continuum photons are accounted for. For
any given point within a corona, the path travelled by the di-
rectly observed continuum photons to the observer is always
shorter than that travelled by reflected photons passing via
the accretion disc. In this case, however, the luminosity fluc-
tuation is propagating up from close to the black hole where
the reflection fraction is high (the majority of photons are
focused towards the black hole and onto the inner regions
of the accretion disc rather than being able to escape to be
detected as part of the continuum, e.g. Fabian et al. 2012;
Wilkins & Gallo 2015) to greater heights where the reflec-
tion fraction falls closer to unity (in the absence of gravita-
tional light bending, 50 per cent of photons from an isotropic
point source travel upwards to be detected in the continuum
and 50 per cent downward to be reflected from a disc that
spans to infinity). When the fluctuation travels up the ver-
tically extended corona sufficiently slowly (we find velocities
slower than 0.02c to be required), the average arrival time
of all continuum photons is delayed sufficiently with respect
to the reflection, because the bulk of the continuum is not
produced until the fluctuation reaches the upper parts of the
corona. The reflected component then dominates the earliest
arriving photons and the 3 keV dip survives in the resultant
lag-energy spectrum, as can be seen in Fig. 21(b). The pre-
cise energy at which the dip is found can vary slightly within
the 3-4 keV range depending on the height of the base of the
vertically collimated corona above the disc, determining the
radius to which the light travel time is the least, and the
reflection fraction which determines the energies at which
the average arrival time of the continuum is later than the
earliest arriving reflection.

The detection of the 3 keV dip in the lag-energy spec-
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Figure 20. Time and energy resolved response functions for reverberation from an accretion disc illuminated by a single flash propagating

up a corona extended vertically to 10 rg.

(a) (b)

Figure 21. (a) The average arrival times of photons as a function of energy where the accretion disc is illuminated by a vertically
collimated corona extending between 1.5 and 10 rg above the singularity. The overall arrival time including both continuum and reflected

photons is shown for fluctuations propagating at varying speed. (b) The average arrival times of photons originating from a vertically

collimated corona extending between 1.5 and 10 rg from a luminosity fluctuation propagating upwards at 0.01c separated into the directly
observed continuum and reflected components.

trum represents a direct detection of the effects of strong
gravity in the immediate vicinity of the black hole. The dip
arises at the intersection of the outward-propagating rever-
beration response over the outer regions of the accretion disc
(which are expected classically) and the inward-propagating
response due to the extreme redshift and time delay of pho-
tons reflected in the innermost few gravitational radii of the
accretion disc, as well as the re-emergence of photons lensed
into the line of sight from the back side of the disc. The
3 keV dip is expected only in the presence of strong gravity
and when the accretion disc extends inwards within around
5 rg of the black hole such that a significant contribution can
be seen from the inward-travelling response over the inner
disc. The feature becomes weaker for more slowly spinning
black holes or where the accretion disc is truncated and is
not seen for spin parameter a < 0.5GMc−2 (Fig. 22).

6 DISCUSSION

By considering the lag spectra (both as a function of pho-
ton energy and Fourier frequency) that would be expected
due to the reverberation from the accretion disc of contin-
uum X-rays, we have found that the energy dependence of
the reverberation lag can be a powerful discriminator of the
means by which luminosity fluctuations propagate through
extended coronæ. This will give important clues as to the
mechanism by which the corona is energised by the accretion
flow. The finite speed of propagation through an extended
corona (as is required to maintain causality if luminosity
fluctuations are generated either within the corona or ac-
cretion disc) imprints its signature on the arrival times of
photons in relativistically broadened emission lines.

Where fluctuations propagate outwards through a radi-
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Figure 22. The variation in the lag-energy spectrum, represented

by the average arrival time of photons as a function of energy, as
the black holes spin parameter is varied. Luminosity fluctuations

propagate up a vertically collimated corona extending 10 rg above

the plane of the disc at 0.01c.

ally extended corona, the inner parts of the disc are illumi-
nated initially resulting in a prompt response from the red-
shifted photons comprising the wing of iron Kα line, while
photons around the 6.4 keV core of the line, predominantly
arising from the outer disc, do not respond until later. This
flattens the redshifted wing of the line and giving the core
of the line a distinctive square shape. On the other hand, in-
ward propagation results in an early response from a double-
troughed structure, corresponding to the Doppler shifts from
the approaching and receding sides of the disc from beneath
the outer edge of the corona, with a later response from
the core of the line and the redshifted wing. Upward prop-
agation through a collimated corona produces a distinctive
V-shaped dip around 3 keV due to the early response from
the inner parts of the disc illuminated by the base of the
corona close to the black hole.

The limited resolution of lag measurements that is
achievable by the present generation of X-ray observato-
ries means that these subtle features are not readily distin-
guished. Future observatories, however, with large collecting
area around 6 keV including the Athena X-ray observatory
(see Uttley et al. 2014 for a discussion of lag measurements
with future observatories) promise enhanced detail in the
lag spectra allowing features to be distinguished in narrower
energy bins and potentially direct measurement of the im-
pulse response functions if the cross-spectra can be measured
to sufficiently high resolution in both energy and frequency.
This will not only allow for the unambiguous detection of
the signatures of propagation through the corona and in-
ner regions of the accretion flow but will allow for the pre-
cise measurement of its parameters, such as the propagation
speed and the gradients in the coronal energetics and contin-
uum photon index. This requires detailed modelling of the
passage of X-rays around the black hole through ray trac-
ing calculation and full characterisation of the process by
which the measurements are made, most notably through
the frequency dependence of the lags.

Consideration must be given to the statistical tech-
niques that are to be employed to fit models to X-ray timing
data in order to robustly measure parameters related to the
coronal geometry and the propagation of fluctuations (or in-
deed other models). At the simplest level, measurements of
the lag-frequency spectrum between two given energy bands
or the lag-energy spectrum averaged over a given frequency
range can be fit with corresponding models, computed for
the energy bands and frequency ranges in question as pre-
sented in this work, using a maximum likelihood method (χ2

if the errors in each data point can be assumed to be Gaus-
sian), as employed by Emmanoulopoulos et al. (2014). Each
of these spectra, however, contains only a subset of the avail-
able information, being averaged over frequency and X-ray
energy and with the quality of data available with present
observatories, the number of data points that can be rea-
sonably measured may be small compared to the number
of model parameters leading to significant degeneracy. To
maximise use of the available data, lags should be fit as
a function of both energy and frequency using as smaller
bin in each to give robust signal-to-noise. Timing measure-
ments can be combined with the X-ray spectrum which, for
instance, also contains information about the coronal geom-
etry through the profile of broadened emission lines (Wilkins
& Fabian 2012; Dauser et al. 2013) but care must be taken
in combining the statistics from the two data sets as there
will typically be far more data points in the X-ray spec-
trum than in either the lag-frequency or lag-energy spec-
trum. There are typically up to a few tens of data points in
timing data products but hundreds of energy bins in spec-
tra meaning that if the statistics from each are simply added
to compute the likelihood or χ2 statistic, a poor fit to the
timing data can be permitted by the statistical techniques
employed. Both the spectral and timing data are encoded
in the cross spectrum (Equation 5). If the data quality from
future generation observatories is sufficient, fitting the cross
spectrum, which is a complex number with both magnitude
and phase as a function of both energy and frequency, will
in principle maximally exploit the available data.

Before models can be rigorously fit to X-ray timing data
and values as well as errors associated with model parame-
ters can be measured, not only should the best of these tech-
niques be determined but the degeneracies between the pa-
rameters of interest (given the expected data quality) should
be explored. This is, however, beyond the scope of the cur-
rent work and will be considered in detail in a future publi-
cation. Rather than directly fitting models to the available
data and measuring parameters of the corona and the prop-
agation of fluctuation, we here explore the general features
of these models and determine the regions of the parameter
space that reproduce the observed features. This yields a
broad-brush picture of the features the corona must have to
explain the observed lag-frequency and lag-energy spectra.

6.1 Confronting the theory with observations

While it is difficult to reconcile the full details of X-ray re-
verberation measurements if the continuum arises from a
compact, point-like corona, we find it to be possible to ex-
plain the different features commonly observed in the timing
analysis of Seyfert galaxies if the corona is extended. Al-
though the resolution of the lag-energy spectra measured to
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date is limited, important constraints can be placed on the
geometry of the corona and propagation mechanisms in or-
der to self-consistently reproduce the full range of observed
behaviour.

The broad band lag-frequency spectrum between the
reflection-dominated 0.3-1 keV and the continuum domi-
nated 1-4 keV bands shows a distinctive transition from a
‘hard lag’ at low frequencies to a ‘soft lag’ characteristic of
reverberation from the disc at higher frequencies. At low fre-
quencies, the average lag between the variability in higher
energy X-ray bands behind correlated variations in a refer-
ence band is seen to increase steadily as a function of X-
ray energy. At high frequencies, energies dominated by the
soft excess reflected from the disc (0.3-1 keV) and the iron
Kα line are seen to lag behind energy bands dominated by
directly-observed continuum emission. The redshifted wing
of the iron line, below 5 keV is seen to respond earlier than
the core of the line between 5 and 7 keV. The earliest re-
sponse is seen in photons around 3 keV, producing a distinc-
tive dip in the high frequency lag-energy spectrum that is
not trivially explained by models of X-ray reflection.

The interpretation of the X-ray timing data are to be
reconciled with measurements of the corona made from the
time-averaged X-ray spectrum. The illumination patterns of
accretion discs (emissivity profiles) suggest that the X-rays
that are reflected in emission lines, broadened by Doppler
shifts and gravitational redshifts originate from coronæ that
extend radially over the surface disc. The short reverberation
lags that are measured show that while extending radially
to tens of gravitational radii, these coronæ extend just a few
gravitational radii vertically above the plane of the disc.

6.2 The propagation of luminosity fluctuations
and the origin of the hard lag

The low frequency hard lag is commonplace among accret-
ing black holes and is commonly attributed to the propaga-
tion of luminosity fluctuations through an extended corona.
The variation begins in a less energetic region of the corona,
producing a softer continuum spectrum, propagating to a
more energetic region where a harder continuum is pro-
duced, hence delaying the average arrival time of the more
energetic photons with respect to those less energetic. The
gradient in energetics across the corona might be associated
with the outer and inner parts of the accretion disc with fluc-
tuations in luminosity connected to fluctuations in the mass
accretion rate through the underlying disc, hence producing
the hard lag as fluctuations propagate inwards through the
accretion disc (Kotov et al. 2001). Such a model can readily
reproduce the approximate log-linear dependence of the lag
on photon energy that is observed as well as the PSDs of the
X-ray variability (Arévalo & Uttley 2006). It is not imme-
diately obvious, however, that this prescription can be com-
bined with reverberation from the accretion disc to enable
the hard lag to be observed in low frequency components of
the variability at the same time as the soft (reverberation)
lag is observed at higher frequencies, since the effects of the
two processes counteract one another.

We find that it is possible to self-consistently combine a
hard lag in the X-ray continuum with detectable reverbera-
tion from the accretion disc in the case of a corona extending
radially at a low height over the surface of the accretion disc

in which fluctuations in luminosity originate at the outer
edge and propagate inwards. This is consistent with the ge-
ometry of the extended coronæ inferred from the measure-
ment of the accretion disc emissivity profile (the pattern of il-
lumination of the disc by the coronal X-ray source) from the
time-averaged X-ray spectra of the NLS1 galaxies in which
reverberation has been detected; 1H 0707−495 (Wilkins &
Fabian 2011, 2012) and IRAS 13224−3809 (Fabian et al.
2013), and during the 2006 high flux observation of Markar-
ian 335 (Wilkins & Gallo 2015) during which both low fre-
quency hard lags and reverberation lags were detected (Kara
et al. 2013).

In these models, the hard lag is produced by a gradient
in the photon index of the spectrum generated as a function
of radius within the corona. The photon index decreases (i.e.
the spectrum hardens) linearly from the outer to the inner
radii and it was found that this can produce the approximate
lognormal dependence of the lag on photon energy that is
observed. A linear variation in photon index was adopted
for simplicity. This variation could, however, take a num-
ber of forms which can, in principle, be constrained given a
sufficiently high resolution measurement of both the energy
and frequency dependence of the lag as well as the X-ray
spectrum. A measurement of the variation in photon index
produced across the corona would constrain the energetics of
the corona; its characteristic temperature and optical depth
as a function of position that will, in turn, place important
constraints on the mechanisms by which the corona is pro-
duced and energised and how it is related to the underlying
accretion flow.

Where there is a gradient in the photon index produced
as a function of radius in the corona, we find that the prop-
agation of luminosity fluctuations must obey certain condi-
tions if the hard and soft lags are to be detectable simul-
taneously. If luminosity fluctuations propagate at constant
velocity, the positive hard lag between 1-4 keV energy band
and the 0.3-1 keV band acts against the negative reverbera-
tion lag at all frequencies. This means that only a negative
reverberation-dominated lag is seen for the fastest moving
propagations, the magnitude of which decreases as the prop-
agation is slowed until only a positive continuum-dominated
lag is detected. It is necessary that the propagation of the lu-
minosity fluctuation accelerates as it reaches the inner parts
of the corona such that over the short distances travelled
over the inner regions, the hard lag induced by the gradient
in photon index over these parts does not counteract the
time lag due to reverberation. The low frequency lag spec-
trum is dominated by the outer corona where the fluctuation
propagates slowly.

Although these criteria place stringent constraints on
the means by which luminosity fluctuations can propagate
through an extended corona in the observed Seyfert galax-
ies, they are naturally met by propagation inwards from the
outer edge of the corona on the viscous time scale within
the underlying accretion disc. This represents a scenario
in which the luminosity of a given patch of the corona is
dictated by fluctuations locally in the disc. This could ei-
ther be directly through variations in the mass accretion
rate as over- and underdense regions accrete inwards, vary-
ing the thermal seed photon flux radiated from the disc to
be up-scattered by the corona, or indirectly, injecting more
energy into the corona, for instance through magnetic flux
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loops that undergo reconnection events to accelerate parti-
cles, forming the corona.

The propagation of a single luminosity fluctuation from
the outer to the inner parts of a radially extended corona
was, however, found to overestimate the measured rever-
beration lag. Due to their close passage by the black hole,
photons from the inner part of the corona tend to be focused
onto the accretion disc rather than being able to escape to
be detected as part of the continuum, hence the inner parts
of the corona contribute the greatest fraction of the reflected
X-rays, while the outer parts of the corona contribute more
to the detected continuum. The slow propagation of lumi-
nosity fluctuations from the outer to the inner part of the
corona thus increases the time lag that would be measured
from the ‘pure reverberation’ time scale if there were no
propagation (or propagation at light speed). Hence without
knowing the details of the propagation, only an upper limit
on the reverberation time scale is obtained and hence an
upper limit on the vertical distance between the corona and
the accretion disc. We find, however, that when the corona is
seeded with stochastic luminosity fluctuations at all radii on
the disc with faster fluctuations originating at smaller radii,
this effect is substantially reduced and propagation effects
at high frequencies become negligible. Measured reverbera-
tion time lags in Seyfert galaxies are as short as 2GM/c3,
thus either the coronæ are constrained to a very small region
vertically above the disc (the reverberation lag is artificially
increased by at least a factor of 5 due to viscous propa-
gation), or luminosity fluctuations are introduced into the
corona throughout its extent.

The outward propagation of luminosity fluctuations
through radially extended coronæ was also considered and
found to reproduce the overall features of the observed high
frequency lag-energy spectrum and even the hard lag at
low frequencies under specific combinations of coronal ex-
tent and propagation velocity. This is due to the delay in
the fluctuation reaching the outer parts of the corona that
dominate the observed continuum emission. Being an arte-
fact of disc reverberation, however, this hard lag follows the
same energy dependence as the soft reverberation lag, failing
to produce the increasing time lag with increasing photon
energy that is observed. This effect leads to the earliest emis-
sion (in the case of the slowest propagation) from photons
between 3 and 5 keV, though appearing as a broad trough in
the lag-energy spectrum rather than the sharper 3 keV dip
that is observed, that we find cannot be reproduced in the
case of outward or inward propagating fluctuations from a
corona extending radially over the accretion disc.

A hard lag can be introduced in the continuum in a
model of outward propagating luminosity fluctuations that
could be tuned to reproduce the low frequency hard lag that
is observed. It would be necessary in this case for the fluc-
tuations to propagate from an inner, less energetic region
of the corona that produces a softer X-ray continuum than
the more energetic outer parts of the corona. This could be
envisaged if, for example, a greater flux of low energy seed
photons were scattered by particles in the inner regions of
the corona, since the inner radii of the disc will produce a
greater thermal flux. This would also require that the energy
injected from the accretion flow into the corona does not in-
crease at smaller radii and that, even though cooling be al-
lowed by seed photons, the inner corona cannot be reheated

by flux from the outer parts. While viscous propagation in-
ward through the accretion disc and the associated corona
naturally reproduces the time scales required to detect both
hard and soft lags, there is no such natural explanation for
the equivalent outward propagation. The variability of X-ray
emission from quasars during microlensing events suggests
that harder X-rays originate from a more compact region
than the softer X-rays (Dai et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2012;
MacLeod et al. 2015), suggesting that the gradient in coro-
nal energetics producing the hard lag accompanies inward
rather than outward propagation.

6.3 The 3 keV dip

The dip in the high frequency lag-energy spectrum, with
the earliest response at 3 keV, is seen almost universally in
Seyfert galaxies (Kara et al. 2013). The shape of the lag-
energy spectrum (once scaled to the absolute value of the
lag across objects, determined by the black hole mass) be-
tween around 2 and 8 keV is almost identical, highly sugges-
tive of a common configuration of the primary X-ray source
and reprocessor to form the final spectrum. This common
feature is, however, not trivially predicted in simple models
of X-ray reverberation from the accretion disc. In reflection
and reverberation models, photons detected at 3 keV are pre-
dominantly reflected from the inner regions of the accretion
disc. For a primary X-ray source above the disc (whether
a point source or an extended corona) through which there
is no significant propagation delay, there will always be a
shorter path directly to the observer from the corona than
travelling via the disc, hence the continuum-dominated 1-
2 keV energy band should, in principle, always lead emission
at 3 keV.

It is possible to reproduce the observed dip in the high
frequency lag-energy spectrum (that is, in the reverberation
from the accretion disc) in the case the luminosity fluctu-
ations propagate upwards through a collimated, vertically
extended corona. In this case, the 3 keV dip arises natu-
rally in the arrival times of photons that have been reflected
from the disc forming the iron Kα fluorescence line. Photons
above 3 keV are reflected further out in the disc and hence
further from the compact footprint of the vertically extended
corona, so are seen to respond later owing to the longer light
travel time. Line photons that are extremely redshifted and
seen below 3 keV arise from the very inner regions of the
disc. The strong gravitational field in such close proximity
to the black hole substantially slows the propagation of these
photons so they too are seen to respond later, producing the
dip at 3 keV. The dip is detectable only when propagation
up the vertically extended corona is sufficiently slow, delay-
ing the average arrival time of the continuum photons until
the fluctuation propagates upwards to a region of the corona
where a substantial fraction of the photons can escape to be
detected in the continuum without being focused towards
the black hole and onto the disc.

Where the observed X-ray emission is produced by the
reflection of an X-ray continuum arising from an energetic
corona from the surface of the accretion disc, the detection
of the 3 keV dip in the high frequency lag-energy spectrum
represents a direct detection of the effects of strong gravity
in close proximity to the black hole, as predicted by Gen-
eral Relativity. It signals the delay of the passage of photons
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R = 30rg

Γ = 2.5Γ = 3

R = 

Γ = 2.5

v = 0.01c

fbreak = 5x10-2 c3/GM

vvisc

fbreak = 10-4 c3/GM

Figure 23. The combined model in which the low frequency
variability is dominated by fluctuations propagating through a

corona extending vertically over the plane of the accretion disc.

The corona is seeded with variations at all radii with the break fre-
quency of the power spectral density at each radius corresponding

to the orbital frequency. Fluctuations propagate inwards on the

viscous timescale through the underlying disc. The corona has a
bright central region driven through which fluctuations propagate

upwards at constant velocity.

reflected from the innermost parts of the disc, the extreme
redshifting of photons reflected from these regions and the
bending of a substantial portion of continuum rays emitted
from lower parts of the extended corona towards the black
hole. The detection of the 3 keV dip requires that the ac-
cretion disc extends sufficiently close to the black hole that
a substantial fraction of photons are reflected within 5 rg.
Within this radius, the delay and extreme redshift experi-
enced by reflected photons produces the upturn in the lag-
energy profile. A strong dip at 3 keV in a high frequency
lag-energy spectrum showing reverberation from the accre-
tion disc is a further indication of a rapidly spinning black
hole.

6.4 Piecing together the corona

The results of these simulations of simplified models of the
coronal geometry and the propagation of luminosity fluctu-
ations suggest that it is possible to reproduce the features of
the observed lag-energy and lag-frequency spectra of Seyfert
galaxies through the combination of two scenarios. The in-
creasing time lag as a function of photon energy in the con-
tinuum at low frequencies can be produced self-consistently
with the reverberation of this continuum off the accretion
disc at higher frequencies if luminosity fluctuations propa-
gate inwards through a corona extended radially over the ac-
cretion disc on the viscous time scale within the underlying
disc. On the other hand, the 3 keV dip in the high frequency
(reverberation) lag-energy spectrum is reproduced by the
upward propagation of luminosity fluctuations through a
vertically extended corona.

The simultaneous detection of the hard lag and the
3 keV dip suggests that these two modes of propagation op-
erate simultaneously within the corona. On the longest time
scales, the variability is dominated by luminosity fluctua-
tions that arise in the outer parts of a corona (or the cor-
responding radii on the accretion disc) extending radially

at a low height over the disc surface and then propagate
inwards on the viscous time scale. In addition to the slow
variability that is generated at large radii in the disc (lim-
ited in frequency by either the orbital or viscous time scale
at the radius at which it arises), more rapid variability may
be introduced into the corona at successively smaller radii.
This would reflect stochastic processes occurring locally; tur-
bulence within the disc or the generation and reconnection
of magnetic flux loops, for instance. In the innermost re-
gions, the corona becomes collimated vertically and in these
regions, fluctuations in the luminosity propagate upwards
(Fig. 23). This collimated inner part of the corona is driven
by processes arising on the inner regions of the accretion flow
where the orbital and viscous time scale are much shorter.

The lag-energy and lag-frequency spectra expected from
such a hybrid model is shown in Fig. 24. The emission from
a radially extended corona is seeded with stochastic fluctua-
tions throughout its extent as in Section 5.5 (with PSDs gov-
erned by the orbital frequency at each radius). This is com-
bined with emission from a collimated core as in Section 5.6
driven by stochastic variability with a PSD appropriate to
the orbital velocity on the innermost stable orbit of the ac-
cretion disc. The relative proportion of X-ray counts from
the extended and collimated portions of the corona is a free
parameter and we find that the collimated part producing
around one third the total count rate of the entire extended
portion approximately reproduces the observed behaviour.

At low frequencies, the measured time lags are domi-
nated by propagation through the radially extended corona
which is slowly varying in time and hence dominates the
time-averaged X-ray spectrum of the AGN (providing the
flattened accretion disc emissivity profiles that are ob-
served). The low frequency lag-energy spectrum approxi-
mates the observed hard lag. An approximate log-linear in-
crease in time lag as a function of photon energy is pro-
duced with a slight flattening seen between 0.5 and 1 keV
(as seen in 1H 0707−495) which arises due to the early re-
sponse of reflected photons in the soft excess from regions
of the disc below the outer edge of the corona. No evidence
is seen in the observations for the double-trough structure
associated with the iron Kα line where fluctuations propa-
gate inwards slowly. Despite the predicted structure being
finer than the achievable energy binning (a drop in the av-
erage lag over these bins should still be seen). In this model,
we find that the double-trough structure becomes smoothed
out and its lead time over the continuum at those energies
(i.e. the depth of the troughs) reduced by a combination of
factors which may account for its non-detection. The seed-
ing of the corona with luminosity fluctuations throughout its
extent means that the early response to any given fluctua-
tion is not dominated by a single annulus on the disc, which
is required to produce the double-trough structure, spread-
ing it over a broader range in energy. The reduced reflection
fraction associated with fluctuations propagating through
the outer regions of the corona compared to those arising
closer to the black hole where more photons are lensed onto
the inner disc, reduces the time difference associated with
these energies and, finally, the feature becomes smoothed
out and hence less detectable in higher frequency compo-
nents. Sharp troughs associated with a long time delay are
only detectable in the lowest frequency components of the
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(a) Lag-frequency spectrum (b) Lag-energy, low frequency (c) Lag-energy, high frequency

Figure 24. (a) The broadband lag-frequency spectrum between the 0.3-1 keV and 1-4 keV bands for the hybrid corona model. A corona

extending radially over the surface of the disc to 30 rg is seeded with stochastic luminosity fluctuations throughout its extent that then
propagate inwards on the viscous timescale. There is a linear gradient in photon index between the outer edge and centre. In addition,

there is a collimated core to the corona, producing one third the X-ray count rate as the entire extended region, seeded by luminosity

fluctuations from the innermost stable orbit on the disc. These fluctuations then propagate upwards at 0.01c. (b) and (c) The lag-energy
spectra averaged over low frequencies, 10−4 to 5 × 10−4 c3(GM)−1 and high frequencies, 2 × 10−3 to 10−2 c3(GM)−1, respectively.

variability, reducing this feature over a low frequency range
selected to coincide with that selected in observations.

The slowly varying extended corona makes a lesser con-
tribution to the high frequency lag measurements which are
dominated by the rapidly varying core. This vertically ex-
tended structure produces the observed lag-energy spectrum
with the characteristic dip at 3 keV that appears in many
sources. It is important to emphasise that these are simpli-
fied models of the corona and the propagation of luminosity
fluctuations through its extent. The combination of more
detailed modelling with high resolution measurements, ex-
ploiting bright sources observed with large collecting areas
to obtain accurate lag measurements in narrow energy bins
will enable detailed modelling of the structure and processes
occurring within the corona.

There is a small number of Seyfert galaxies in which
no dip is seen at 3 keV in the high frequency lag-energy
spectrum, despite there being strong evidence for the re-
flection and reverberation of continuum X-rays off the ac-
cretion disc. These include NCG 4151 (Cackett et al. 2014)
and PG 1244+026 (Kara et al. 2014). These non-detections
suggest that while common, the collimated central part of
the corona that produces the dip is not ubiquitous. It is
possible that while the radially extended portion of the
corona exists in these objects, the central portion of the
corona with upward-propagating fluctuations does not form.
Wilkins et al. (2015) find that the corona in Mrk 335 can be-
come collimated and be ejected, suggesting that it is plausi-
ble that the collimation of the corona is a transient process.
In many objects it is sustained for prolonged periods (the
extreme of this, where it extends well beyond the inner re-
gions of the accretion flow would be a jet, though on smaller
scales it co-exists with the radially extended portion of the
corona), while in these few it is not found. It is not clear
what drives the collimation. it is clearly not just the spin
of the black hole since NGC 4151 and PG 1244+026 appear
to be rapidly spinning black holes, though it may be due to
the collimation of magnetic fields near the black hole event
horizon such as those theorised to power radio jets.

This vastly simplified model of a multicomponent

corona does not perfectly reproduce the observed lag spec-
tra. It includes just the reverberation of the X-ray continuum
from the accretion disc and uses a simplified prescription for
the coronal geometry and gradient in energetics that pro-
duces the hard lag. It predicts features in the low frequency
lag-energy spectrum around the iron Kα spectrum that have
not been observed and does not include X-ray time lags that
might arise from the thermal reprocessing of X-rays incident
on the disc or the ‘soft Comptonisation’ of seed photons by
a hot disc atmosphere before they reach the corona which
might account for the mismatch in relative arrival times of
the soft excess and iron Kα photons between the model and
observations. This simplified model does, however, reveal
how measurements of X-ray reverberation are starting to
reveal structures that must be present within the corona.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Simplified models of X-ray reverberation from the accretion
disc demonstrate how measurement of the both the energy
and frequency dependence of lags enables not only the time
averaged geometry of the extended X-ray emitting corona to
be measured, but also how fluctuations in luminosity prop-
agate through its extent. This potentially gives clues to the
mechanism by which the corona is formed and energy is in-
jected from the accretion flow. Measurements of X-ray rever-
beration lags to sufficiently high resolution and their depen-
dence on both photon energy and Fourier frequency reveal
the vertical extent of an extended corona above the plane
of the accretion disc as well as the direction and velocity of
propagation through its extent.

The energy and frequency dependence of reverberation
lags that has been observed to date across a growing sample
Seyfert galaxies is already placing important constraints on
the nature of the corona if they are to be explained through
X-ray reverberation.

It is possible to simultaneously observe X-ray reverber-
ation at high frequencies with the hard lag at low in the
longest timescale variability, produced by the propagation
of fluctuations radially inward from less to more energetic
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regions of the corona as had been previously suggested in
self-consistent models, only if the propagation of fluctua-
tions through the corona obeys particular criteria. The si-
multaneous detection of the hard lag in the continuum at
low frequencies and the reverberation lag at high frequen-
cies requires sufficiently slow propagation through the outer
regions of the corona, accelerating over the inner regions.

Propagation through an underlying Shakura-Sunyaev
accretion disc on the viscous time scale naturally meets these
criteria while faster propagation through the corona itself
does not work. It is plausible that coronæ extend over the
inner regions of the accretion disc (extending to a few tens of
gravitational radii, consistent with previous measurements
of the corona) and are coupled to the underlying disc. The
corona is driven by stochastic variability arising across its
entire extent, consistent with propagating fluctuation mod-
els of accretion flows, to reproduce the observed frequency
dependence of the reverberation lag.

The dip in the high frequency (reverberation) lag-
energy spectrum in which the earliest response is seen in
photons around 3 keV, commonly observed in Seyfert galax-
ies, is not trivially explained by simple reverberation models.
Detection of 3 keV dip in the lag-energy spectrum from the
reverberation of X-rays from the inner accretion disc requires
relatively slow (slower than 0.01c) propagation up a verti-
cally collimated corona in the innermost regions. The dip
represents a direct detection of the effect of strong gravity
on X-ray propagation from the innermost few gravitational
radii around the black hole.

The simultaneous detection of a hard lag, increasing
smoothly with photon energy at low frequencies, X-ray re-
verberation at high frequencies and a dip at 3 keV in the
reverberation-dominated high frequency lag-energy spec-
trum suggests two modes of propagation operating simul-
taneously within the corona. On the longest time scales,
the variability is dominated by stochastic luminosity fluc-
tuations that arise across the accretion disc and propagate
inwards viscously through the disc, energising the corona as
they pass through. In the innermost regions, a bright core
of the corona becomes collimated vertically and in these
regions, fluctuations in the luminosity propagate upwards
though relatively slowly (slower than 0.01c). This collimated
inner part of the corona is driven by more rapid processes
arising on the inner regions of the accretion flow, hence is
found to dominate the high frequency lag spectrum.
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